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A blended learning solution for the
evolving teaching and learning needs

Collins Learning’s Resources Adhere to the Principles of NEP 2020
The National Education Policy (NEP) of 2020 envisions universal access to education, from the
Foundational to the Secondary Stages of schooling.
The new pedagogical and academic structure includes four stages (of 5+3+3+4 years)
corresponding to ages 3-8, 8-11, 11-14, and 14-18 years respectively:
• Foundational Stage – 3 years of Pre-school plus Grades 1 and 2
• Preparatory Stage – Grades 3 to 5
• Middle Stage – Grades 6 to 8
• Secondary Stage – Grades 9 to 12
Collins Learning’s resources are aligned with the principles and the vision of the NEP. Our books
focus on:
• Achieving the desired learning outcomes at all levels
• Recognizing the primacy of formative years (ages 3-8), which includes building foundational
literacy and numeracy
• Integrating 21st century skills in learning, teaching and assessments
• Providing affordable digital aids as teaching-learning tools to bridge the digital divide and
ensure that no child is left behind (in the use of technology to aid learning), thus using
technology extensively to deliver education
• Providing opportunities for continuous review of progress based on regular assessment
• Conceptual understanding rather than furthering rote learning and learning-for-exams
• Fostering inquiry-based, discovery-based, discussion-based, and analysis-based learning
• Imparting holistic education through a flexible, multidisciplinary approach covering the
sciences, social sciences, humanities, fine arts and sports for a multidisciplinary world in order
to ensure the unity and integrity of all knowledge
• Promoting peer tutoring through a variety of hands-on, supervised activities for more
effective learning and skill building
• Nurturing and developing life skills such as communication, cooperation, teamwork and
resilience
• Honing creativity and critical thinking to encourage logical decision-making and innovation
• Encouraging respect for diversity and local context in all curriculum and pedagogy
• Creating awareness in children about Sustainable Development Goals 2030, and preparing
them to contribute towards attaining these

Collins School Catalogue 2020–21

We are living through unprecedented times. What should have been a period of debate and discussion
on strengthening the education system of the world’s largest democracy has fallen under the shadow of
the ongoing global pandemic. The education space across the world is undergoing drastic changes in the
knowledge landscape. We at Collins Learning have experienced several firsts- from our first digital offering to
completely online teacher training sessions, so much has changed in the last few months. Poised on the cusp
of this transition of the education sector, Collins Learning stands true to its vision of inspiring learners and
supporting holistic development during these times.
The recently announced National Education Policy (NEP) 2020, the first education policy of the 21st century,
seeks “to create a new system that is aligned with aspirational goals of 21st century education” and “to ensure
inclusive and equitable quality of education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all”. I am happy to
say that all Collins Learning books are in sync with the vision of the NEP.
Collins Learning, established in 2013, has built a strong reputation since then in providing educational content
services along with cutting edge technology for today’s changing landscape. Our publishing program draws
on innovative teaching—learning strategies that are the bedrock of a strong and agile curriculum. Besides the
21st century skills of critical thinking, creativity, collaboration, communication, information literacy, technology
literacy, social skills, leadership skills, we strive to support the journey of the learners to become responsible
global citizens. To this end, we have included elements to increase the happiness index of the learners and
the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals to make them aware of the challenges that lie ahead. Our courses,
designed to strengthen interactions between teachers and students, making them more enriching and fulfilling
for both, offer opportunities for exploratory and experiential learning, as outlined in the NEP.
New Exploring English, a dynamic and innovative course, provides multiple resources to meet the needs of
the schools. It includes interactive exercises in addition to the established strategies and methodologies to help
learners develop communicative competence. Revised Collins English Grammar and Composition equips
learners to use language as a tool of communication and of exploration of literature and knowledge, making
the English language accessible for all learners. With best wishes,
Collins Smart Tech, the newest addition to our Computer Science list, is designed for learners of today whose
lives are incomplete without social media, artificial intelligence and many small and big things, all controlled by
technology. Although focused on prevalent and developing technologies, the series endeavours to keep the
subject matter accessible to learners across the country.
To enhance the learning acumen of students, the new Collins Perfect Science Assessments and Collins Perfect
Maths Assessments come in convenient designs. Students can learn or practise science and maths at any place
and at any time. Available through multiple media, the content meets the needs of students, teachers, parents
and lifelong learners irrespective of how, where, or when they learn.
In addition to the above products, this year’s list also includes the updated editions of several well-accepted
series. Enhanced Science Now seamlessly combines various 21st century skills with many of the focus areas of
the Sustainable Development Goals.
Tree of Life has been updated to make it a more dynamic and updated Environmental Studies series while
Revised Vision seeks to sustain an engaging interest in the area of Value Education. The Revised Excursions
series offers the most effective educational content with up-to-date information delivered in an efficient way
to sustain learning beyond the classroom. Collins Little Learners has been augmented with additional practice
material, based on the requirements of schools.
We have introduced technology-enabled courses which have been successfully redesigned to lend themselves
completely to online learning. We are open to having collaborative partnerships and custom publishing on
behalf of educational institutions. We are committed to extend all support to ensure continuity of learning.
With best wishes,

Sheeba Mathew John
Publisher – Collins Learning (India)
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The early years are the most significant years for growth, development and learning. During this
period, children need adequate opportunities for stimulating experiences as these favourably
affect various learning abilities. Learning experiences, when chosen and planned properly, fuel
the innate curiosity of children, and stimulate their thought processes.

Learning and Development During the Early Years
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as: need to acquire can broadly be categorized as:

Motor: Motor skills pertain not
only to gross motor activities
like walking and jumping but
also include fine motor
activities like the ability to hold
a pencil and write. The
development of motor skills is
facilitated through several
graded activities.

Mathematical: The
development of mathematical
ideas and concepts is
important at this stage since
children will continue to
build on this learning for
most of their years of
schooling.

Personal, Social and Emotional:
Personal, social and emotional
development, necessary
for the overall personality
development of children, is
achieved using a combination of
hands-on activities, role plays,
and thought-provoking stories
and rhymes.
Linguistic: The ability to
listen, speak, read and
write is critical to
success in formal
learning environments.

Knowledge and
Understanding of the World:
This is achieved through
activities that enable children
to explore their surroundings
at home and in the school,
and interact with the people
that they see around them.
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Health and Safety: The
idea of health and safety is
introduced through
activities, stories and
retelling of real-life
experiences to encourage
children to focus on health
and well-being.

www.collins.in

Creative: Creative
skills are developed
through a host of
activities involving
art, craft, painting,
roleplays, etc.

Logical and Rational
Thinking: Activities that
involve simple puzzles,
pattern-completion and
visual discrimination help
children develop logical
and rational thinking
skills.

The Collins Little Learners Teacher Support Materials
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The series includes extensive teacher support in the form of:

pre-primary
Foundation Levels 1 to 3

Collins
Little Learners

Collins Little Learners is a three-level course designed
to meet the learning requirements of children in the age
group of three years to six years. Focused on holistic
learning and development, the series covers English,
Maths, General Awareness, and Art and Craft for
Foundational Levels 1 to 3. It also comes bundled with
an English workbook and a book of rhymes and stories
at each level.

Key Features
• Emphasizes learning by doing, coupled
with frequent repetition for better skill
development
• Targets skill development across all eight
learning domains for children
• Encourages creative and psychomotor
development, a critical requirement for preschool children, through activities integrated
across all levels
• Reinforces basic values and skills through
activities and stories
• Includes extensive teacher support material in
the form of teacher manuals and digital teaching
and learning resources

www.collins.in
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Course Package
• Coursebooks (English,
Maths, General Awareness,
Rhymes & Stories, Art &
Craft); Workbook (English)  
• Teacher’s Manuals
• Flashcards & Stickers
• Collins DigiSuite

About the series editor

Collins DigiSuite

Rani T., National Head, Academics at Dream India Schools

10
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Multimedia eBook

Learning Tools

Flashcards

Collins Dictionary

Teacher’s Resource Books

Printable Worksheets
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pre-primary
Nursery, LKG, UKG
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Collins Rhymes is a carefully selected collection of popular
poems, which imparts a complete classroom experience.
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This classic collection of children’s rhymes,
simple and interdisciplinary, is divided into the Nursery,
Lower Kindergarten and Upper Kindergarten levels and
is best enjoyed when recited or sung aloud, individually
and in groups.
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Accompanied by lively and child-friendly illustrations,
the series will also help learners develop ﬂuency in the
English language.
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Each book in this series is bundled with an audio DVD
that includes a recording of the rhymes set to music.
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Course Package
• Rhymes Books
• Collins DigiSuite (audio)

Eeny, Meeny, Miny, Moe

Hop a Little,
Jump a Little
Hop a little, jump a little,
One, two, three.
Run a little, skip a little,
Tap one knee.
Bend a little, stretch a little,
Nod your head.
Yawn a little, sleep a little,
In your bed.

Two Little Hands

6

Two little hands go clap, clap, clap,
Two little feet go tap, tap, tap,
Two little eyes are open wide,
One little head goes side to side.

Eeny, meeny, miny, moe,
Catch a tiger by the toe.
If he hollers, let him go,
Eeny, meeny, miny, moe.

12
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A-Tisket, A-Tasket

One Little Bee

Humpty Dumpty

A-tisket a-tasket
A green and yellow basket
I wrote a letter to my friend
And on the way I dropped it,
I dropped it, I dropped it,
And on the way I dropped it.
A little boy he picked it up
And put it in his pocket.

One little bee flew and flew,
He met a friend and that made two.
Two little bees, busy as could be,
Along came another and that made three.
Three little bees, wanted one more,
Found one soon and that made four.
Four little bees, going to the hive.
Found the little brother,
and that made five.

Humpty dumpty sat on a wall.
Humpty dumpty had a great fall.
All the King’s horses
And all the King’s men
Could not put Humpty together again.

Nursery_Rhymes.indd 19
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pre-primary
Nursery, LKG, UKG

Ready,
Steady, Go!

Ready, Steady, Go! is a three-level, multi-component
course for pre-primary students. It is a cohesive
course designed to develop the basic skills of language
and numeracy at the pre-primary level. The course
has been created keeping children at the core of the
learning process. The series includes books on English,
Mathematics, Art and Craft as well as Environmental
Science (EVS) for Nursery, Lower KG and Upper KG.

Key Features
• Activity-based lessons (one-page lessons)
ensure better learning for children
• ABCH module helps the teacher assign
lessons either as Assessment (A),
Classwork (C) or Homework (H). Children
earn themselves Brownie points (B) by
completing extra work on their own.

• Facilitator pages provide suggestions
for hands-on, visual, kinesthetic and
tactile activities that address the multiple
intelligence of children
• Teachers and Parents section provides
tips for teaching the concept in an
interactive manner

The entire package for each level comprises a set of classbooks, workbooks, flashcards and
posters. Along with these, there are books on rhymes, writing, and art and craft for each class.
A year’s coursework is divided into parts, which not only makes school bags lighter, but also
eases the burden on the child and enhances mastery, making learning enjoyable and fun.
For each level, the colourful workbooks are mapped to the classbooks.

www.collins.in
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Course Package

Collins DigiSuite

• Classbooks (English A, B &
C, Maths A, B & C, EVS A&B,
Rhymes, Art & Craft, Writing)
• Workbooks (English & Maths)
• Flashcards & Posters

www.collins.in

Interactivities

Teaching Aids

Animated Rhymes

Interactive Games
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pre-primary
LKG, UKG

easy learning

easy learning

• build gene
ral awarenes
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• boost confi
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love of learning
Design
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books improve
of achievemen
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t, easy learning
through activit
y-packed fun.
The colourful,
motivating activit
ies help boost
develop good
confidence and
learning habits
for life.
Parents’ notes
are included
to help you to
at home.
support your
child’s learning

Also available

easy learning

General
Awareness

in this series

LKG

Designed to give children a real sense of achievement,
easy learning practice books improve essential skills
through activity-packed fun. These help in:
• building counting skills
• boosting confidence
• developing a love of learning
The colourful, motivating activities help to boost
confidence and develop good learning habits for life.
Answers and Parents’ notes are included to help support
a child’s learning at home.

Key Features
• Activity notes: Suggest additional
activities that aid in the overall
development of the child

• Certificate: Placed at the end of the book,
this should be used to reward the child for
their effort and achievement

• Tracing activities: Help you to talk to the
child about the shape of each letter and
number, and the pencil movement as the
child traces over it
• Parents’ notes: Divided into ‘What you
need to know’, which explains the key
subject idea, and ‘Taking it further’,
which suggests activities and encourages
discussion with the child on what they
have learnt

www.collins.in
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This certificate is awarded to ...................................................................................
for successfully completing .....................................................................................
Age ..................

Date ............................................................................

Signed .........................................................................................

Course Package
• Coursebooks (English,
Maths & General
Awareness)

Cc
zz
Say aloud the sound of ‘c’.

This is capital.
zz
Find and say c in

This is small.
cat

cow

cup

zz
Follow the maze from the
to the
. Only
pass pictures that start with the c sound. What
do you pass?
12
9

3
6

25
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The Collins English Language Teaching (ELT) 2021 product portfolio helps you navigate your
English learning journey with a range of quality resources.
This year our focus has been to bring out courses that completely adhere to the principles of the
National Education Policy 2020. New Exploring English, one of our much-loved titles, has a new,
refreshing look and content, which will help students learn the nuances of the language while
enjoying stories and poems from a variety of genres. Our best-selling series, Collins English Grammar
and Composition, too has been revised to include more writing practice, comprehension, lesson
plans that will help students master the rules of the English language.
The Workbooks accompanying the coursebooks provide practice in a variety of language skills,
including reading comprehension, vocabulary, grammar and writing. The Literature Readers help
the learners develop critical appreciation of literature as well as inculcate good reading habits.
A wide range of HarperCollins Children’s books by renowned authors, such as Ruskin Bond, Sudha
Murty, Paro Anand, David Walliams, and Dr Seuss also make for great reading for children of all
age groups. The Collins Big Cat series provides a rich school reading programme for primary levels.
Our professional development programmes for teachers and engaging activities for students
provide a complete package that users can benefit from.

What’s New/Revised

Build and enhance your Dictionary referencing skills

www.collins.in
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• Vocabulary and Language Skills
encourage the use of dictionaries and
enrich the learner’s language.
• Grammar builds language proficiency
through a variety of graded tasks and
progressive learning.
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Course Package
•
•
•
•
•

About the Series Editors

Coursebooks
Workbooks
Literature Readers 3-8
Teacher’s Resource Books
Collins DigiSuite

Dr Usha Ram, former Principal, Laxman Public School, New Delhi; previously an elected
member of the CBSE Governing Body of the Board
Dr K. Padmini Shankar, Professor in the Department of ESL Studies at the English and
Foreign Languages University (EFLU), Hyderabad
Reading

Birds and
animals

Animal picture story

Read this story about an owl.

2. Best Bird

B

Look at me!

I’m the
best bird!

In this unit, I will...
•
•
•
•
•

talk and write about the things I can do.
learn names of birds and animals’ body parts.
learn the usage of has and can.
learn doing words and practise spelling words with i and y.
colour a peacock.

HC

Active participation: Creative expression of oneself

I can fly!

Warm-up
A. Write the name of each bird under its picture. Then tick [ ] the
things you can do.
duck

penguin

parrot

ostrich

But I can dive!

owl

parrot

Speaking

1. I can talk.

2. I can run fast.

Talking about what I am good at

Project 1

A. Work with a partner. Ask and answer questions about things that you are
good at. Here are some ideas:
What are you
not good at?

Are you good at
?

Baby cats are called
kittens. Baby dogs are called
puppies. Do you know that baby
owls are called owlets! Owls are
nightVocabulary
birds. This means they sleep
Animal movements
during the day and hunt at night.
A. How
these
animals
Owls
have do
special
feathers
thatmove? Tick () the correct option.
help
them do
hunt
quietlymove?
at night.
1. How
rabbits
5. How do snakes move?
They can also turn their heads
a. They
a. They run.
around
nearlygallop.
in a b.
fullThey
circle.swim.
b. They slither.

I can hoot!

3. I can fly.

HC

4. I can dive into water.

Active participation: Creative expression, collaboration
and joy of participation in school and family

5. I can slide.

But I can talk!

c. They hop.

c. They prowl.

2. How do birds move?

6. How do horses move?

a. They soar.

B. Now, say the things you can’t do from Exercise A.
26

swimming

sports

basketball

science

running

subjects

VB

CC

It is important to wear masks in public spaces. It avoids
diseases from spreading. Learn how to make a face mask.

ELT Coursebook1.indb 26

football

You will need:

Hindi

•

One handkerchief

•

Two rubber bands

17/08/20 1:33 PM

b. They float.

27

c. They leap.
Explore more

c. They ride.

3. How do fish move?

7. How do monkeys move?

a. They creep.

a. They swing.

b. They climb.

ELT Coursebook1.indb 27

b. They gallop.

17/08/20 1:34 PM

c. They swim.

c. They run.

4. How do insects move?

Step 1: Place the handkerchief on an even surface. Fold the top

maths

a. They canter.

b. They crawl.

Making a face mask

English

8. How do crabs move?

a. They hover.

a. They scuttle.

b. They trot.

b. They wriggle.

c. They charge.

c. They slither.

and the bottom part inward. Then, fold it in half again.

B. Complete the sentences with these verbs.

Step 2: Insert one rubber band on one end of the handkerchief.

B. Write four activities in the table given below. Complete the first row for
yourself. Use ticks [✓] for ‘yes’ and crosses [✗] for ‘no’. Complete the
other two rows for two classmates.

Name

Are you good at…?

slithered

Insert the other rubber band on the other end.

trotted

charged

prowled

2. The black mamba snake quietly
towards its prey.

Step 4: The ends should meet in the middle. They should

3. The herd of wildebeest
the leopard.

at
?

4. Do you know why kangaroos

Step 5: Your mask is ready. Wear it with the smooth side

out and the ends against your face. Adjust the
position of the rubber bands if the mask feels too
tight. Wash the mask after each use.

Now make more masks for your friends and family.

36

41

Collins DigiSuite

17/08/20 1:19 PM

Answer Keys

ELT Coursebook2.indb 41

18/08/20 4:52 PM

Multimedia E-book

5. The horse slowly

around the field.

6. All night, the lion

around the camp.

46

ELT Coursebook6.indb 46

27/08/20 8:16 PM

Additional Worksheets
Test Generator

Teacher’s Resource Books

www.collins.in

hop

out of the ocean.

Step 3: Fold the ends of the handkerchief.

What are
you not
good at?

also overlap slightly.

ELT Coursebook4.indb 36

leapt

1. We watched in awe as a pod of dolphins

Collins Dictionary
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Detailed Lesson Plan

english
Classes 1 to 8
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English Alive is a multi-skill course in English that uses
innovative teaching and learning methods. The series
teaches communicative English through interactive
exchanges using a cross-curricular approach. It offers
high-quality English language materials for CBSE schools
with clearly defined learning objectives.  The series strictly
adheres to the guidelines laid down in the latest National
Curriculum Framework.

The course compr
ises Coursebooks
1 to 5,
Workbooks 1 to
5, Literature Reade
rs 3 to 5,
Teacher’s Resour
ce Books 1 to
5, and a DVD
containing resour
ces for teache
rs and interac
features for learne
tive
rs.

Sujata Aslam
, the former Head
of the Department
of English and
Foreign langua
ges at The Scindia
School, Gwalio
r has over three
decades of
experience in
teaching English
.

Collins

William Collins’
dream of ‘knowle
began with the
dge for all’
publication of
his first book
in 1819. Since
then, Collins
has published
some of the
world’s
well-known referen most prestigious and
ce and school
books.

English Alive
1

Collins DigiSu
ite for Teach
ers

Collins DigiSuit
e is a digital solution
contains four
for teachers. Each
modules deliveri
DVD
ng
can be used to
effectively integrat classroom content that
tools with the
e teaching and
coursebooks.
evaluation
Multimedia e-book
snippets, presen with animations,video
tations and interac
tive features
Test Generator
for quick test
paper creatio
n
Teacher’s Resour
lesson plans and ce Books with answer keys,
worksheets
A PDF of the Collins
dictionary approp
for each level
riate
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Collins aims
to give teacher
s everything
they need to teach
today, in a way
supported and
that is fully
is clear for studen
ts to use.
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Re

English Alive

English Alive
1

English Alive
is a multi-skill
course in English
The series teache
that uses innova
s communicat
tive teaching
ive English throug
It offers high-q
and learning
h interactive activiti
uality English
methods.
language materi
es using a cross-c
The series strictly
als for CBSE school
urricular approa
adheres to the
s with clearly define
ch.
guidelines laid
d learning object
down in the latest
ives.
National Curricu
Key Features
lum Framework.

e Digital

Sujata Aslam

Key Features
• Warm-up: A wide variety of fun activities
and questions that arouse students’
curiosity

• Listening and Speaking: A wide variety
of communicative activities that also cover
pronunciation

• Reading Comprehension: Wellchosen selections from various literary
genres followed by factual, inferential,
extrapolative, and value-based questions

• Writing: A well-graded section with a
wide variety of creative-writing exercises

• Life Skills and Values: A separate
thematic section aimed at developing
critical thinking and good character in
students

• Projects: Well-designed projects that cover
cross-curricular topics

• Vocabulary: Contextual words and usage,
and explanations for all new vocabulary
topics followed by a variety of exercises
• Grammar: Grade-appropriate grammar
taught with detailed explanations
followed by exercises

www.collins.in
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• Activities: A collaborative fun activity
with each poem

Course Package
•
•
•
•
•

About the Authors

Coursebooks
Workbooks
Literature Readers 3-8
Teacher’s Resource Books
Collins DigiSuite

Vijaya Subramaniam, former Vice Principal at Sardar Patel Vidyalaya, New Delhi
Kalpakam Chavali, senior teacher at Meridian School, Hyderabad
Anuradha Telang, Headmistress and HOD of English at Delhi Public School, Bhopal
Sujata Aslam, former HOD of English and Foreign languages at The Scindia School, Gwalior
Sonia Duggal, teacher trainer and ELT materials writer
Ruby Bose, teacher at The Heritage School, Kolkata
Safa Abdul Razak, teacher trainer and ELT materials writer

About the Series Editor
Renu Viswanath, former Headmistress at Mother’s International School, New Delhi
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Maths Magic

• Numbers like one-half,

one-third, and one-ninth
are called fractions.

• A fraction is a number

that represents the
division of a whole
number into parts.
For example, if you have
a pizza and you cut it
into 4 equal slices, one of
those slices is expressed
as one-fourth or ¼.

• The shaded area in the

diagram represents 1 of
the 4 slices of the pizza.
It is written as ¼.

• A fraction can also

represent a part of a
group.
For example, if you have
5 candies and you give
2 candies to your friend,
the division is expressed
as 2/5.
The shaded area
represents 2 of the 5
candies. It is expressed
as 2/5.

‘With Allah as my witness, I write that after my death, my house
to our sons, or sell it. The decision rests with my wife.
‘Apart from my house, I have no other property. However, after my
death, my camels will be divided between my wife and children.
The healthiest and most handsome camel will go to my wife. The
remainder will be divided among my sons. Ahmad will get half of
the remaining camels after my wife has taken one. Muhammad will
get one-third of the camels and Mukarram will get one ninth.’
Abdullah bin Saad had eighteen camels when he died.
seventeen beasts.
Ahmad demanded his half, but he could not have half of seventeen
camels, which is eight and a half camels. No one knew where to
get half a camel. Similarly, when Muhammad asked for one-third
and Mukarram for one-ninth, it proved impossible to divide
the camels. The three brothers began quarrelling, each wanting
his entire share of the animals. None of them
was willing
to of
overalls:
a loose piece
clothing made of heavy cloth
and worn over other clothes

off the rack: made to a
Their mother exclaimed that their father was
hardly buried,
standard average size and not
made especially to fit you

126

1. What colour is a tiger?

Modern-da
spacesuits B. yCan you find the words in exercise A. in the word grid given below?

Modern-d
spacesuits ay astronauts don
T
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Interesting facts
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A tiger is black and yellow in colour.
...........................................................................................
2. What colour is a lion?
Literary Device

..........................................................................................
Here are a few
3. What colour is an elephant?

...........................................................................................
4. What colour is a giraffe?

...........................................................................................
5. What colour is a zebra?

Science Scan
..........................................................................................

B

R

E

E

Z

E

A

W

E

R

T

Y

O

L

• Their wood is used for

C

E

C

L

V

G

E

• Cutting down of

• Pine, cedar and ash
are examples of
timber trees.

making furniture, sports
goods, oars and wooden
parts of tools.

Initially, spacesuits were made to fit each astronaut
but now they are off the rack—readymade! They are
made up of different parts in many sizes that can
ACTIVITY
be attached and will fit astronauts
of different �����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
sizes.
Astronauts can select a suit, pack their bags, and go!

•

Spot eight differences in the two pictures.

28

Collins DigiSuite

Chacha can barely keep his balance, as he tries to pull Dichi’s leg
from under the rock. Drenched in water, he tries to pull Dichi out.
Intense pain shoots up Dichi’s left leg. She faints. Leaving Dichi
with her horrified Ma, Chacha runs back for Dada. But Dada
never returns.
Dichi hears of the sports goods company that felled their trees to
make cricket bats and other sports stuff.
‘Why do they chop our forests? Can’t they see that landslides
thunder down the mountainside? That fierce flash floods carry
away the poor folk?’
Those floods took her Dada... and the power in Dichi’s left leg.
Now she has no feeling in it below the knee.
But no. Chacha says Dichi must think of the good things. She still
has Ma and her brothers. Chacha and Chachi care for all of them.
Dichi loves her Chacha like Dada.
Dichi sits on her tree glancing down at the two rough crutches that
lie on the grass below... Chacha made them for her from her mighty
ash. Dichi climbs higher to peer into a bird’s nest. Her fingers
follow a row of ants, and she sniffs the scent of ash leaves.
‘You’re my ash tree. Chacha says I’m like you, sturdy as a yak2.
With these crutches, I’ll be strong and fierce as a yeti3.’
‘Dichi! Everyone’s at the meeting!’ yells her brother.
Quick as lightning4, Dichi slides down, picks up her crutches
and follows him to where the villagers gather around Gauri,
09-Nov-17 01:48:27 PM
the village elder.

62

108
CB2.indb 108

Answer Keys

trees in large numbers
is called deforestation.
It is very harmful to the
environment.
Deforestation is a major
cause of landslides in
mountainous areas.

drenched: soaking wet
intense: very great, severe
Ma: a word for mother in
Hindi and several Indian
languages
felled: (trees) cut down
landslide: a large amount of
earth and rocks falling down
the side of a mountain
Chachi: a Hindi word
for aunt
peer: to look carefully
yak: a long-haired animal
of the cow family found in
the hills
yeti: an imaginary giant ape
or a scary snowman believed
to live in the Himalayan
mountains of Nepal and Tibet

CB2.indb 28

64

examples of similes:
1. ‘nimble as a mountain
goat’ compares the
quickness of a goat to
the swiftness of Dichi.
2. ‘sturdy as a yak’
compares Dichi’s power
to that of a yak.
3. Dichi and the Yeti are
similar in terms of
ﬁerceness and strength.
4. ‘quick as lightning’
compares the quickness
of Dichi to lightning.

09-Nov-17 01:53:37 PM
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Additional Worksheets

Detailed Lesson Plan

Interactive Language Games

Collins Picture Dictionary

Test Generator
Teacher’s Resource Books
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english
Classes 1 to 8

Enriching English
Enriching English is a language-through-literature course for classes
1 to 8, which aims to build the foundations of the English language. The
series introduces students to the world of literature through a variety
of classic and contemporary texts authored by upcoming as well as
renowned authors. Students are introduced to the nuances of language
through focused tasks that make learning an enjoyable activity.

The series comprises graded Readers and Language Companions, with
support material in the form of Teacher’s Resource Books and enhanced
digital learning resources.

Key Features
•

Comprehension checks factual understanding
through ‘wh-’ and ‘ reference-to-the-context’
questions.

•

Writing includes guided and free writing
exercises that develop functional and creative
writing skills.

•

Food for thought, Literary terms and Common
idioms and proverbs provide trivia, and
additional information on literary devices and
vocabulary.

•

•

Vocabulary includes exercises on contextual
usage, modes of vocabulary acquisition and
figures of speech.

The Activity in the poetry chapters includes
exercises which combine hands-on tasks with
creative writing skills. Every task has plenty of
scaffolding in the form of suggested vocabulary
and reference samples.

•

Now I can … is a self-assessment checklist at
the end of every chapter.

•

Grammar includes graded practice tasks
accompanied by simple explanations.

•

•

Study Skills includes graded phonics, spelling
and dictionary activities.

Read at Leisure includes suggestions for
further reading related to the author or theme
of the reading passage.

•

•

Listening develops aural comprehension skills
through various kinds of factual questions.

Cross-curricular Projects, of which there are
three, cover literature-based activities that
revisit the themes covered in each book.

•

Speaking includes role plays, conversation
practice and public speaking tasks through
solo, pair and group work

•

A glossary of literary terms and genres at the
end of the book acts as a ready reference.

www.collins.in
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Course Package
•
•
•
•

About the Authors

Readers  
Language Companions  
Teacher’s Resource Books
Collins DigiSuite

Rashi Ravi Ganguly, English teacher and materials writer

•

Aruna Punekar, English teacher at The Sanskar Valley School, Bhopal

•

Paromita Roy, former teacher at The Heritage School, Kolkata

•

Sonia Duggal, teacher trainer and ELT materials writer

•

Ritu Pankaj, English teacher and teacher trainer

•

Shradha Anand, ELT materials writer and teacher trainer

•

Radhika Tadepalli, English teacher and principal of a school in Delhi

•

Somali Mitra, English teacher at Modern High School, Kolkata

•

Chinmoyee Ghosh Choraria, English teacher at South City International School, Kolkata

Collins DigiSuite

•

Answer Keys

Multimedia E-book

Teacher’s Resource Books

Collins Dictionary
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Test Generator

Additional Worksheets

Interactive Language Games Project & Sample Questions

Detailed Lesson Plan

Collins Picture Dictionary

english
Classes 1 to 8

Engaging English
Engaging English is a language learning course, which aims to
build communicative competence through an understanding
and appreciation of literature. The course comprises coursebooks
and workbooks, designed carefully to build confidence in using
English accurately and effortlessly.

The coursebooks contain carefully selected, thematically oriented
reading texts, including classics of English literature as well as
well-known pieces from contemporary international and Indian
writing. These pieces are contextually engaged for introducing
learners to different aspects of language learning and helping
them learn, practise and gain confidence in using English in the
real world.

Key Features
• Comprehension checks factual
understanding through the Quick recap
section, and hones inferential, analytical,
interpretative and evaluative skills through
the Ponder section
• Literary terms, Did you Know? and
Wordwise provide additional information on
the theme, literary devices, figures of speech
and etymology
• Way with Words helps enrich vocabulary
while fostering awareness about the nuances
of language
• Grammar in use imparts formal
understanding of language structures
through easy-to-understand explanations and
exercises

www.collins.in
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• Study Skills teaches dictionary usage,
phonics and spelling
• Listening and Speaking develops oral and
aural communicative competence, enabling
learners to respond appropriately in various
situations
• Pen it down includes guided and free
writing tasks which train learners to
express themselves creatively, logically and
coherently
• Be Creative!, Research and Write revisit
the themes covered in each unit through
interesting writing and vocabulary tasks
• Read More suggests additional reading texts
that enrich the student’s literary experience

Course Package

About the Authors

Coursebooks
Workbooks
Teacher’s Resource Books
Collins DigiSuite

• Preeti Roychoudhury, former teacher at Loreto House, Kolkata
• Sadeqa Rahman Siddiqui, English teacher at La Martiniere for Boys, Kolkata
• Ruby Bose, English teacher at The Heritage School, Kolkata
• Somali Mitra, English teacher at Modern High School, Kolkata
• Anju Gupta, ELT author and editor

6

Bread Making
E. L. M. King

ma

c

•
•
•
•

In this chapter, we will:
• see how bread is made
• learn that simple things like freshly-baked bread can make us happy
• practise prefixes and learn about the present continuous tense

Do you look forward to a particular food item being cooked at home? Do you offer
to help when it is cooked? Read this poem about a child describing his mother
baking bread.
Mother’s kneading, kneading dough,
In and out her knuckles go;
Till the sticky, shapeless lump
Grows a pillow, smooth and plump.
Then she cuts it, pops it in
To the neatly buttered tin,
Leaves it rising high and higher,
While she goes to make the fire.
How the glad flames leap and roar,
Through the open oven door;
Till their hot breath, as they play,1
Makes us wink and run away.

kneading: to press with
the hands
dough: a thick mixture of
flour and liquid or water
knuckles: the part where
fingers join the hand
plump: well rounded
embers: small pieces
of burning coal

12

shovels: place with aautobiography
shovel, a tool with a long
handle and blade

When they’ve burnt to embers red
Mother shovels in the bread;
And that warm, delicious smell
Tells her it is baking well.

Literary term

what we call a dyna, a white Toyota
TownAce truck with three parallel
benches, one along either side and one
in the middle.

I am Malala

It was cramped with twenty girls and
three teachers. I was sitting on the
left between Moniba and a girl from
the year below called Shazia Ramzan,
holding our exam folders to our chests
and our school bags under our feet.

Malala Yousafzai

In this chapter, we will:

1. This is an example
• read about the experience of a young girl fighting great odds to hold on to her
of personification. principles
The flames are
• find out about the daily life of school-goers in a remote mountain town
imagined as children
• practise prepositions and homonyms
who are breathing out
as they play.

Malala Yousafzai was a co-awardee of the Nobel Peace Prize in 2014 for her struggle against
the suppression of children and for the right of all children to education. Living in the Swat
Valley in the Khyber Pakhtunwa province in northwest Pakistan, she had always spoken
45 right to education, at the risk of angering the local Taliban, which had at times
up for girls’
banned girls from going to school. She was fifteen when she was shot at by members of the
militant group. In this extract from her autobiography, I am Malala, she recalls the fateful
afternoon
of the incident.
26/08/15 9:46 PM

Grade_4_ELT_CH06.indd 45

T

he day when everything changed was Tuesday, 9 October 2012. It wasn’t the best of days to
start with, as it was the middle of school exams, though as a bookish girl I didn’t mind them
as much as some of my classmates.
That morning we arrived in the narrow mud lane off Haji Baba
Road in our usual procession of brightly painted rickshaws,
sputtering diesel fumes, each one crammed with five or six
girls. Since the time of the Taliban, our school has had no sign
and the ornamented brass door in a white wall across from the
woodcutter’s yard gives no hint of what lies beyond.

orb: a round object
checkpoint: a barrier
where security checks are
carried out
deserted: empty

Did You Know?
The Malala Fund, led
by Malala, helps girls
throughout the world to get
basic education. The fund
helps community leaders
and educators create a safe
environment for young girls
to study and follow their
dreams.

For us girls, that doorway was like a magical entrance to our
own special world. As we skipped through, we cast off our
head-scarves like winds puffing away clouds to make way
for the sun, then ran hurriedly up the steps. At the top of the
steps was an open courtyard with doors to all the classrooms.
We dumped our backpacks in our rooms and gathered for
morning assembly under the sky, our backs to the mountains
as we stood to attention.

al meanings of difficult words and phrases, given
ing passage

cramped: not having
enough space to move
freely
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I remember that the bus turned right off the main road at the
army checkpoint, as always, and rounded the corner past
the deserted cricket ground. I don’t remember any more.
In my dreams about the shooting, my father is also in the
bus and he is shot with me, and then there are men everywhere
and I am searching for my father.
In reality, we had suddenly stopped. On our left was the tomb
of Sher Mohammad Khan, the finance minister of the first
ruler of Swat, all overgrown with grass, and on our right, the
snack factory. We must have been less than 200 metres from
the checkpoint.
We couldn’t see in front, but a young bearded man in lightcoloured clothes had stepped into the road and waved the
van down.
‘Is this the Khushal School bus?’ he asked our driver. Usman
bhai jan thought this was a stupid question as the name was
painted on the side. ‘Yes,’ he said.

Did You Know? and Wordwise

Answer Keys

After that, it is all a bit hazy. I remember
that inside the dyna it was hot and
sticky. The cooler days were late
in coming and only the faraway
mountains of the Hindu Kush had a frosting of snow. The back
where we sat had no windows, just thick plastic sheeting at
the sides which flapped and was too yellowed and dusty to see
through. All we could see was a little stamp of open sky out
of the back and glimpses of the sun, at that time of day a yellow
orb floating in the dust that streamed over everything.

Detailed Lesson Plan

english

Revised
Collins English
Grammar and
Composition

Classes 1 to 8

Revised Collins English Grammar and Composition
is a carefully graded series spanning eight levels, which
aims to enable learners to master the rules of the English
language so that they can use it with ease. It adheres to the
National Education Policy, 2020.

Key Features

REVISED

• A Self-Assessment Test helps
determine the learner’s competency
level

• Let Us Write includes guided and
independent writing tasks related to
the unit

• Let’s Get Started acts as an
introduction to the topic

• Three periodic Tests help learners
evaluate their progress

• Grammar Bytes highlight additional
facts related to the topic

• The comprehension and composition
units hone reading and writing skills.

• Watch Out! lists common errors and
exceptions to rules

• The revised edition has five new
comprehension chapters.

• Extensive exercises and practice drills
reinforce concept acquisition

• Grammar on the Go revisits
important grammar concepts by
focusing on usage

• Don’t Forget! does a quick recap of
the important points in the unit
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Collins English

Grammar and
Composition

Types of Pronouns

5

Personal
I, me, we, us, you,
he, she, him, her,
it, they, them
Possessive
mine, yours,
ours, his,
hers, theirs

Self-Assessment
Complete the test to find out how much you already know.
A Circle the naming words.
1. The boy eats the cake.
2. Radha sings a song.

Demonstrative

Pronouns

this, that, those,
these

Reflexive

Interrogative

myself, yourself,
himself, herself,
itself, ourselves,
themselves

who, whose,
whom, which,
what

eat
go
see
ride
do
play
work
begin
come
break
sleep
talk
leave
wake
ring

3. I live in New Delhi.

5. This table is strong.
B Underline the doing words.

Prepositions
of Time

Prepositions
of Place

Prepositions
of Movement

on
by
in
till
at
since
for
until
before
after

in
at
on
by
near
beside
between
behind
in front of
under

to
across
into
along
around
over
towards
through
up
down

1. The sun shines brightly.
2. Birds fly in the sky.
3. Flowers grow on plants.
4. Birds live on trees.
5. I read books.
C Fill in the blanks with the correct describing words from the box.
soft

tall

pink

1. My dress is

heavy

cold

in colour.

2. It is a

is eating
has eaten
is going
has gone
is seeing
has seen
is riding
has ridden
is doing
has done
is playing has played
is working has worked
is beginning has begun
is coming
has come
is breaking has broken
is sleeping
has slept
is talking
has talked
is leaving
has left
is waking
has woken
is ringing
has rung

Manner
(how/in what
manner)

Place
(where)

sweetly
loudly
bravely
brightly
nicely
happily
heavily
merrily
easily
luckily

anywhere
away
above
back
far
here
there
nearby
outside
where

tree.

4. Jim has a

Past
Perfect

was eating
was going
was seeing
was riding
was doing
was playing
was working
was beginning
was coming
was breaking
was sleeping
was talking
was leaving
was waking
was ringing

had eaten
had gone
had seen
had ridden
had done
had played
had worked
had begun
had come
had broken
had slept
had talked
had left
had woken
had rung

Time
(when)
yesterday
now
soon
today
tomorrow
then
later
tonight
early
yet

A statement which states a fact, habitual action, universal
truth or opinion is called an assertive sentence. It ends with
a full stop (.). It may be of two types: positive and negative.
A sentence which asks a question and ends with a
question mark (?) is called an interrogative sentence. It
may be of two types: yes/no questions and wh- questions.
A sentence which expresses a sudden or strong feeling
of happiness, sadness, joy or surprise and ends with an
exclamation mark (!) is called an exclamatory sentence.

Function in Direct Speech
order
request
advice
advice, prohibition
direction
suggestion
warning

quite
almost
enough
too
little
most
much
rather
so
very

always
ever
never
often
sometimes
daily
rarely
yearly
usually
frequently

Watch Out!
The reporting verbs told and
asked are never followed by
the word to.
He asked me, ‘What is the
time?’ (not He asked to me)
I told him, ‘It is 6 o’clock.’
(not I told to him)
If the reporting verb said
has an object, it is always
followed by the word to.
He said to me, ‘Are you all

Change in Time and Place Indicators

Words Often Confused
Look at this table to understand how words indicating place and time are changed in indirect speech.
beat: hit or strike
Direct speech
Indirect Speech
now
then
beet: a type of vegetable
here
there
fair: good, right
today
that day
fare: payment
this morning
that morning
yesterday
the day before
loose: ill-fitting
tomorrow
the next day
lose: not be able to find
next week
the following week
something
next month
the following month
ago
before
week: seven days
thus
so
weak: without strength
last night
the night before
hence (from now on)
thence
dear: word used to address
come
go
someone
deer: an animal with long legs A Rewrite the sentences in indirect speech.

stair: steps in a building
stare: look for a long time
their: belonging to others
there: that place
brake: device to stop vehicles
break: split into pieces
new: fresh, recently made
knew: had information
bare: uncovered
bear: large wild animal
with thick fur

1. Gautam said, ‘Ravi, I am going to the library to borrow some books on Indian history.’
2. Sheetal said, ‘I am fond of eating dark chocolate.’
3. My father said to me, ‘I have been going to the telephone exchange every day to lodge a
complaint.’
4. They complained, ‘It is extremely hot and suffocating in the garage.’
5. The doctor told us, ‘I will be attending a conference in Delhi tomorrow.’
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Answer Keys

Additional Worksheets

Multimedia E-book

Teacher’s Resource Books

Collins Dictionary

Test Generator
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ordered
requested, pleaded, implored
advised, urged
advised, forbade
directed
suggested
warned, cautioned

The queen ordered her adviser to go and fetch her a map of
right?’ (not He said me)
the kingdom.
Samson said to his brother, ‘You should wake up early and go for a jog.’
Samson advised his brother to wake up early and go for a jog.

Writing Correctly

Degree
Frequency
(how much/to
(how often)
what extent)

Reporting Verb in Indirect Speech

In a sentence, the verb must always agree with the
subject in number and person. The verb in the sentence
must be singular if the subject is singular. If the subject is
plural, then the verb will be plural as well. This is known addressing someone directly
called
as agreement of subject and verb.
Examples: The queen said to her advisor, ‘Go fetch me a map of the kingdom.’

bag.

Book 02.indb 9

Collins DigiSuite

Look at this table.

A sentence which gives an instruction, advice, command,
makes a request or an offer is called an imperative sentence.

Book5_Pullout.indd 1

.

5. Ice is

Past
Continuous
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fur.

3. My cat has

Present
Perfect

Types of Adverbs

Types of Prepositions

4. Amit goes to school.

Quick Recap

Tenses
Present
Verb
Continuous
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Classes 1 to 8

Revised
Exploring Grammar
Revised Exploring Grammar is a series that has been
developed to facilitate the teaching of grammar to young
learners. Judiciously blending the structural and functional
aspects of grammar, the series enables learners to apply
grammar in communicative contexts. In this revised
edition, grammar topics are introduced in a progressive,
step-by-step manner using simple explanations and
examples for easy and sound learning.

Key Features
• Comprehensive and carefully graded
grammar syllabus and progression through
units
• Clean and clear layout, with learning
objectives, new grammar (Learn!),
development of grammar (Build!) and
revision (Remember!) sections marked for
ease of use
• A range of task types to make the learning
of grammar varied and enjoyable
• Score more! section at the end of
each chapter and revision worksheets
throughout the book for assessment
• My checklist to maintain a record of
grammar topics learnt in the book
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Course Package
• Textbooks  
• Teacher’s Resource Books
• Collins DigiSuite

About the Series EditorS
Penny Hands, M.Sc. Applied Linguistics, is the Managing Editor for the course
Dr Usha Ram, former Principal, Laxman Public School, New Delhi; previously an elected
member of the CBSE Governing Body
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Dr K. Padmini Shankar, Professor at EFLU, Hyderabad
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A
Sh
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an
be
ev
a
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english
Classes 1 to 8

Tune In!

Tune In! is an innovative course in listening and speaking
skills designed to train students to listen more attentively
and speak effectively. The course uses a step-by-step
practical approach to help students prepare for the
Assessment of Speaking and Listening. It aims to boost
confidence in students and help them gain communicative
competence for real-world language use. The materials are
extremely easy to use for both teachers and students.

A
so
yo

Word Wizard

Here are some introductory p
plans and to make promises:
I’m going to…
I will definitely …

Key Features

C2. Discuss

The books in the Tune In! series enable
learners to:

• Use correct pronunciation, intonation,
stress, and pauses

• Listen, understand, and respond
appropriately in a range of spoken
English in academic, personal, and social
contexts

• Develop fluency by enriching the fund of
context-specific vocabulary and phrases

• Use English accurately, appropriately, and
idiomatically in communicative situations

www.collins.in
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• Feel confident about speaking in English
in a variety of situations and contexts

I
I

W
th
co

Course Package
• Textbooks
• Teacher’s Resource Books
• Collins DigiSuite
(available both for
students and teachers)

Listening and learning

3.1

2

Listening and learning
B1. Listen
P

Listen to the conversation between
Ayush and Jyoti and answer the
following questions. Write the
answers in a word or two in the
blanks and read them out in class.

Tr
lay a

8.1

ck

Tr
lay a

ck

P

B1. Answer

Aditya is telling Amina about his
trip to the farm. Listen to their
conversation.

At the library

Learning Objectives
In this unit, we will
learn to ask permission.
learn to ask about preferences.
learn to say words with sounds op, ot, ug and un.

Getting started
Tr
lay a

8.2

ck

P

B2. Gap-fill

A. Discuss

Listen again. Write what Aditya
learned to do on the farm.
1. He learned to ___________ a dog.

Look at this picture. What do you think
this place is? Discuss with your partner.
What are the children doing there?

2. He learned to _________ a horse.

Collins DigiSuite
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3. He learned to __________ the hens.
4. He learned to __________ the goats
to their home.

P

B3. Listen
Tr
lay a

8.3

ck

1. Whose birthday is being celebrated?
..................………………
2. Who is arranging the party?
..................………………
3. Where is the party being organised?
..................………………
4. Will there be any outdoor games at
the party?
..................………………
5. Does Jyoti ask Ayush to bring somebody
along with him?
..................………………
6. When is the party?
..................………………

Ship

Jack and Sheeba are talking about
the places they want to visit during
the holidays. Write the names
of the places and the modes of
transport they will use. Choose
from the given words.
Plane

Train

library
borrow
reference

Car

library card
issue
librarian

rent
fine
books

shelves
return
silent

sections
overdue
catalogue

16

64

For Students

For Teachers

Interactive e-book with audio,
video and interactivities
Level appropriate Collins dictionary

www.collins.in

Word Wizard: Useful words and phrases
You can use the following words:
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Along with the features mentioned for students, the
Teacher’s DigiSuite contains Teacher’s Resources with:
Lesson Plans
Answer Keys
Additional Assessments

english
levels 1 to 7

Fun with
Phonics & Spelling
Fun with Phonics and Spelling (Revised Edition) is a series
of seven books linked to the reading and spelling
requirements of each primary year group (ages 4-11).
This series is supported by Collins DigiSuite, a digital
learning resource for students and teachers.

Key Features
• Includes fun puzzle activities to practise
and support phonics, word-building,
spelling, and vocabulary
• Examples and exercises designed to build
and reinforce understanding of spelling
rules and patterns
• Ample practice material in each book
• Digital resource for practising
pronunciation

e

Practise with puzzles:
• Word searches
• Crosswords
• Other activities

www.collins.in
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Course Package
• Textbooks
• Collins DigiSuite
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english

• Practice of
key phonic elem
ents such as
consonant, vow
blend,
el, phoneme
and grapheme
• Carefully illus
trated with artw
ork to suppor
comprehension
t
and retention
of elements
• Notes for tea
chers to enable
effective
transaction of
material in the
classroom
• “What have
I learned?” sec
tion at the
end of the boo
k that can be
used for
assessing lear
ners’ progress

Key Features

60339_Cover

9789351360346

kr.indd All Pages

• Practice of key phonic elements such as consonant, vowel,
blend, phoneme and grapheme
Practice
Activities

• Carefully illustrated with relevant artwork to support
comprehension and retention of elements
Practice of key
phonic
skills to develop
ﬂuency
and understanding.

9789351360339

168

ISBN 978-9-35136035-3

9789351360346

9789351360353

60353_Cover

.indd All Pages

• Notes for teachers to enable effective transaction of material
in the classroom
• What have I learned? section at the end of the book that can
be used for assessing learners’ progress
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9 789351
360353

P

9789351360353

C
RA TI

3

TI
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ISBN 978-9-35-1
36033-9

VITI

9 789351
360339

Level 3

Phonics

9789351360339
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skills to develop
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and understanding.
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nics practice for
learners.
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s
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Phonics Success is a series that enables teachers to work
together with learners at an easy and enjoyable pace and
helps them build a strong foundation in phonics. Ph

Success

AC

• Practice of
key phonic elem
ents such as
consonant, vow
blend,
el, phoneme
and grapheme
• Carefully illus
trated with artw
ork to suppor
comprehension
t
and retention
of elements
• Notes for tea
chers to enable
effective
transaction of
material in the
classroom
• “What have
I learned?” sec
tion at the
end of the boo
k that can be
used for
assessing lear
ners’ progress

C
RA TI

TI

1

ES

s

VITI

Level 1

Phonics

Phonics Succes

Workbooks pro
vide much-nee
ded,
level-appropria
te phonics pra
ctice for learne
rs.

CE

Phonics Success

P

levels 1 to 3

Phonics
Success
cat

Phonics
Success
Success

duc

k

fish

sleeping

row
a

boa

t

one fox
of foxes
a family

18/09/2013
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Course Package

Vowel digraphs

Make the words

b oy

Make some words. Write the words. Read the words.

d
p

Vowel digraphs

Words with ay

Words with oy

ay

Letters of the alphabet

• Textbooks

The alphabet a–d
Letters a–d
Write the letters.
Say the names of the letters.
Colour them on the alphabet ladder.

s
Read the rhyme

Preeti is a girl. Joy is a boy.
They fell out over a toy.
“Let’s enjoy it, not destroy it,
Don’t annoy me,” said Preeti to Joy.

t
c
p

r
l
l

s
s
s

t
t
p

Teacher’s
tip

ay

r
r

ay

Before beginning this page you could encourage the learner to have fun
making up rhymes. For example: ‘Go away to Bombay’, ‘Don’t play on
the motorway’, ‘Stay on the pathway’, ‘I’ll play with the spray’, ‘You may
carry the tray of clay’, ‘Play every day’, ‘There’s some hay in the bay’.

13

16
60346_P001_060.indd 16
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Explain to the learner what to do. For correct answers, use words such
as ‘Well done’, ‘You did well.’ If incorrect, praise the learner for having
a try: ‘It doesn’t matter if you get things wrong. That’s how we know
what you need to practise.’

12/09/2013 17:41

Look-alike, sound-alike words
Match the words
Match the words that have ‘look-alike’, ‘sound
alike’ spellings.
Read the words.
borrow

would

carrot

Spelling strategies

Note to
teachers

Explain to the learner that the tests will show what he/she has learned.
Tell the learner that there will be some words he/she might never have
heard before but that they can be sounded using what he/she knows
about letters and sounds.

What have I learned?

What have I learned?
Some learners might benefit from completing one exercise at a time.
Other learners (if they are confident readers) might be able to read
an entire page, or even two pages at a time.

60346_P001_060.indd 13

6
97002_P001_049.indd 6

Vowel digraphs

Circle oy in the rhyme.

07/11/12 1:15 PM

Words with aw

y aw n

feather

Read the words and names.

Read the rhyme

Exercise 1
claim

slate

invite

flight

brewer

hollow

flavour

neighbour

charcoal

palm

honey

saucer

Circle aw in the rhyme.

could
handle

parrot

worm

freight

shield

believe

shriek

tomatoes

annoying

quoit

prepare

airline

dearth

world

word

candle

he
at
he
r

board

to
m
or
row

Exercise 2
We hammer and saw.

We paint and draw.

Exercise 3
earthquake

satchel

hatchet

adventure

mixture

fetching

whistling

scrambled

racial

suction

station

lizard

Teacher’s
tip

95
60353_P077_096.indd 95
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Explain that sometimes it helps when spelling a tricky word if you know
other words that are like it in some way. Show some examples, e.g:

I have four paws.

• treasure/measure (‘ea’ and ‘s’ might cause problems)
• heart/hearth (‘ear’ might be a problem)
• danger/ranger, but banger/clanger
• shoe/canoe

87
60353_P077_096.indd 87
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I grip with my claws.
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Key Skills in English is a series of six books designed to
boost young learners’ key language skills. Covering levels
1 to 6, the books facilitate learner autonomy as well as
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Key Features
• Activities to provide focused practice in
reading and writing
• Across the series, tasks of graded difficulty
levels to enable differentiated learning
• Practice for a range of sub-skills, including
vocabulary, spelling, punctuation,
phonics, and grammar
• Web support for learners on the Collins
website, downloadable answers and
progress charts
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Phonics: Vowel Sounds

A

A

Read the story.

Capital letters are used for:
a) The names of places – Italy, Spain.
b) Words formed from the names of places – Brazilian,
Bengali.
c) A person’s nationality – Sri Lankan, Dutch.

Echo

h

w

b

p

b

s

s

n

gg

p

p

l

g

m

B

t

c

n

Echo was one of the many Greek goddesses,
but she had one great fault. She talked too
much. One day, she spoke rather rudely to
the great god Juno, and he was so angry
that he forbade her to use her voice again.
She would only be able to repeat what she
heard, he told her. However since she was
so fond of having the last word, she could
only repeat the last words of others.
Echo felt that she was now a sort of
parrot. She was ashamed and hid in the
forest.
A youth named Narcissus used to hunt in
the forest. One day, he became separated
from his friends, and Echo saw him. She
crept closer, but Narcissus heard her rustling
among the bushes, and wondered who was
hiding in the undergrowth.
“Who is here?” he called out.
“Here!” answered Echo.
“Here I am. Come!” shouted Narcissus.
“I am come,” answered Echo, and appeared
from the trees.
When Narcissus saw a stranger, however,
he turned and walked slowly away, leaving
Echo sad
and lonely.
After this,
Echo
never
again showed
herself. She faded away until only her voice was left.
Her voice has been heard for many, many years,
in forests, near mountains and cliffs and caves. She
mimics the cries of seagulls and mocks the barking
of dogs. But she always sounds sad and mournful,
and makes lonely places seem more lonely still as she
repeats a caller’s last words.

Write the correct word.

net

nut

not

pot

pet

put

rog

reg

rug

net
box

bex

bux

ton

ten

tun

not

net

nut

18

Capital Letters

Grammar

Reading

Write e, o or u.

A

Rewrite these sentences using capital letters.
1. my pen friend collects irish stamps.
2. many norwegian ﬁshing trawlers ﬁsh off the coasts of canada and
greenland.
3. the italian singer sang at the music festival in shimla.
4. frederic chopin, a polish composer, was born near warsaw.
5. in the new supermarket you can buy french pastries and dutch cheese.
6. the kenyan team will play south africa in johannesburg on saturday.
7. last february i received a letter from my pen pal in the Maldives.
8. ben lee bought a swiss watch on friday.

Write the nationality of the people from these
place names.

B

England
Australia
Germany
Holland
Ireland
Namibia
France

C

English

Vietnam
Pakistan
Russia
India
Argentina
Spain
Sweden

Complete the chart with other words that use capital letters.
Names of people
Rashid Khan
Gurpreet Singh

Names of
places

Days,
months

Brand
names

Initials

London

Wednesday

Coca Cola

WHO

Egypt

July

Sony

USA

10
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meat for dinner but the cat

2. We

to meet the lady who

3. A whale
5. The soldiers

you heard the orders he

7.

she seen the present you

8. A weightlifter
9. I

to

3. Name one ability a great white shark uses to track down its prey.

bought?

to be the worst I

4. Why is the great white shark’s grey back useful?

ever heard!

Write did or done.
1. Where
2. She
3. Father

6. Arushi
7.
8. I
9.
10. I

C

5. Why do experts think great white sharks attack humans?

you leave your money?
not know if he had

his chores.

the cooking while Mother

4. What have you
5. I’ve

The tiny hummingbird gets its name from the
sound it makes when ﬂapping its wings. This
colourful bird ﬂaps its wings 50–60 times a
second. How quickly can you click or snap
your ﬁngers in a second? Perhaps twice! By
rapidly beating its wings, the hummingbird
can remain in the same position, ﬂy
backwards and even rise straight up like a
helicopter.
The hummingbird feeds on the nectar of
ﬂowers while hovering in ﬂight. Its long thin
beak and hairy tongue are specially suited to
prod and probe the hearts of ﬂowers. It also
eats little insects.
This bird is remarkable for its array of red,
blue and green colours. Although it is the
smallest bird in the world, it will fearlessly
attack crows and hawks that invade its
territory and nest.
The cup-like nest it builds is an
architectural wonder. A mass of grasses,
mosses and ﬁbres are woven together with
strands of cobwebs, to form a tiny nest about
the size of a walnut shell. The nest will hold
two snow-white eggs. These are the smallest
birds’ eggs in the world.
When the eggs are hatched, the mother
feeds the nestlings by thrusting her bill down
their throats. Then, vibrating her body,
she regurgitates the sweet nectar from her
stomach.
The pretty hummingbird is found in North
and South America and in Canada.

very strong arms.

a funny joke to tell you!

10. That joke

B

The Hummingbird

swords.

given us?

6. Do sharks eat people?

her painting.

with my pencil?

all I’m going to do.

7. Why are great white sharks endangered?

very well in her tests.
it happen on Tuesday or Wednesday?
my homework as soon as I got home from school.
a famous artist paint it or was it
not want to know how the magician

8. What do you think the laws protecting the great white shark might say?

by an art student?
the trick.

Write did, done, has or have.
I
just arrived home from school and I
loads of homework
that
to be
before I can meet my friends. If I
my
homework
before four o’clock, then I can
my friends over.
They
loads of homework to do too unless they
it already.

B

Look up the words in italics in
your dictionary.
Write a sentence for each one.

C

Summarise the story in your
own words.
Use about ten sentences.
23
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Or sequate
facilisim vendit pratet

Read the text.

2. Where do great white sharks live?

the mumps.

guns and their captains

6.

A

Answer these questions.
1. What is special about the great white shark?

ﬁsh.

gills.

measles and the boys

25/09/2013 16:15

Reading

the books.

lungs but a ﬁsh

4. The girls

60186_P001_021.indd 19

Activities
A

Write has or have.
1. The pups
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Using Words

Language
A
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Collins has a dynamic list of Science titles packed with inspirational resources,
designed to help you deliver outstanding science content throughout the
school years.
This year your favourite Science Now has been enhanced to include the latest
principles outlined in the National Education Policy 2020. It also comes with a
STEAM-based activity booklet for the future problem solvers, critical thinkers,
innovators and inventors. We have also brought out a comprehensive science
self-assessment series, Collins Perfect Science Assessments, for classes 6 to 10,
which will enable better understanding of concepts, self-analysis and hence
excellence in any competitive exam.

What’s New/Revised

www.collins.in
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Science
Classes 1 to 8

Enhanced
Science Now

Enhanced Science Now is a series of eight books for Classes
1 to 8. This series adheres to the guidelines of the National
Education Policy (NEP) 2020 and adopts the holistic learning
theory. This enhanced edition retains the focus of the original,
where the development of lateral thinking, analytical, research
and deduction skills in students were encouraged. This
edition has been enhanced with key features that would help
in the holistic development of a student through interesting
questions, projects and activities while providing experiential
learning and fostering innovative thinking and creativity.

www.collins.in
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Revised

Course Package
• Coursebooks
• Teacher’s Resource Books
• Collins DigiSuite

About the Series Editors
Jyothsna Natraj, teacher at Vidya Mandir Senior Secondary School, Chennai

Collins DigiSuite

Dr Geetha Iyer, former Head of Sahyadri School KFI, Pune

www.collins.in

Answer Keys

Multimedia E-book

Test Generator

Additional Worksheets

Teacher’s Resource Books

Collins Dictionary

Detailed Lesson Plan

Science Cart
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Science
Classes 1 to 8

Learn to Explore
Learn to Explore for classes 1 and 2 have been designed
considering the multidisciplinary nature of Environmental
Studies. Books 3 to 8 are focused on developing scientific skills
and their application in real life.

These books conform to the vision of the National Curriculum
Framework. The books follow a thematic, coherent and
structured approach, effectively integrating subject knowledge
and life skills for overall development.

Nehru Planetarium’s “Khagol Talim”
Worksheets available for classes 6 to 8
Key Features

www.collins.in
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Course Package
• Coursebooks
• Teacher’s Resource Books
•A Collins
DigiSuite
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an stop disease-causing microbes from spreading by washing our
s before eating and after using the toilet. Covering our mouth while
hing or sneezing can also prevent microbes.

Protozoa

Protozoa are also tiny organisms, though a little bigger than
bacteria. They cause diseases75like malaria and dysentery.

2 Do, observe and learn

Take a torch and a globe. Place the
globe on the table. Mark A and B on the
opposite sides of the globe. Make the
room dark by switching off the lights.
A B
Stand with the torch on one side and
flash it on the globe. The torch is like the
sun. What do you notice? When you flash
light on A, it lights up. But B, which is
on the other side, remains dark. Slowly
rotate the globe. You will see that the places you have marked on the globe will
now change positions. A will be dark and B will face the light.

11/30/18 7:24 PM

This explains how the rotation of the Earth causes day and night.

Revolution

rld

Real wo

While rotating on its own axis, the Earth also shows another movement,
which is known as the revolution.
The revolution of the Earth is its movement on a fixed path around the
sun. This fixed path taken by the Earth is known as its orbit. The Earth
takes 365 ¼ days to go around the sun to complete one revolution.
The revolution of the Earth causes seasons.

We can stop disease-causing microbes from spreading by washing our
hands before eating and after using the toilet. Covering our mouth while
coughing or sneezing can also prevent microbes.
Winter

Spring

Summer

Autumn

Revolution of the Earth
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Science
Classes 1 to 8

Science Panorama
Science Panorama is a series of books for classes
1 to 8, focused on developing scientific skills and their
application in real life. Books 1 to 5 are integrated
Science books. For classes 6 to 8, there are separate
books, one each for Physics, Chemistry, and Biology.
These books have been designed as per the latest
curriculum prescribed by the Council for the Indian
School Certificate Examinations. The books follow
a thematic, coherent and structured approach,
effectively integrating subject knowledge and life
skills for overall development.

Key Features
• Get Set Go Hands-on activities for
experiential learning
• Find Out Research-oriented activities
requiring learners to look beyond the
textbook
• Talk Time Topics for classroom
discussion
• Project/Fun Activities Individual/
collaborative activities
• Value-based Activities Inculcating values
through application
• Life Skill Activities Relating science to
day-to-day life of learners
• Problem Solving Questions to apply
concepts in real life (Books 3-5)

www.collins.in
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• Do You Know? Additional information
related to the topic being taught
• Challenge Yourself Questions testing
students’ ability to reason and extrapolate
• Activities Individual/collaborative
activities to hone experimental and
deduction skills
• Know the Scientist Famous scientists and
their contribution to the topic at hand
• Mind Map Flowchart based on the
chapter content for quick recapitulation
• Subject Integration Worksheets To
integrate knowledge across subjects
• Life Skills Worksheets To create
awareness, empathy and a positive
attitude towards self and others

Course Package
• Coursebooks
• Teacher’s Resource Books
• Collins DigiSuite

About the Authors
Meenakshi Atal, an eminent educationist and teacher trainer
Debahuti Das, teacher at The Heritage School
Manjuli Mukherjee, Biology teacher at St. James’ School, Kolkata
Lipika Dutta, a senior Chemistry teacher at St. Agnes’ Loreto Day School, Lucknow
Versha Jayaswal, a Physics teacher at St. Agnes’ Loreto Day School, Lucknow
Structure of a Seed

Get Set Go!

Seed coat

Look at the picture showing different parts of a seed. The
outermost cover is called the seed coat, which protects
the seed and the baby plant in it. There is a tiny hole in the
seed coat through which water is absorbed. The embryo
is the baby plant that grows from the seed.

With the help of an
elder, carefully pull out a
small plant from the soil,
making sure you do not
damage it. Now, look at
the different parts of the
plant. Remember to plant
it back in the soil
after looking.

Embryo

Cotyledon

Kinds of Seeds
When we remove the seed coat, we see one or two fleshy
white parts. These are called seed leaves or cotyledons.

Parts of a seed

Seeds such as peas, pulses and beans have two
cotyledons and are called dicotyledons.

Flower
Leaf
Fruit
Branch

Stem

Root

Do You
Know?

Do You
Know?

Seeds such as rice, wheat and maize have one cotyledon
and are called monocotyledons.

Every plant has two main parts: the root and the shoot.
Shoot System:
The part of the
plant which
grows above
the ground is
called the shoot
system. The
shoot system
consists of
stem, branches,
leaves, flowers
and fruits.

We eat roots of plants
like carrot, beetroot
and radish.

Mono means one.
Di means two.

Parts of a plant

Bird Facts

Find Out
(a) Dicot

(b) Monocot
1

21

2

Structure of a typical seed

11
01
9

3

8

4
5

6

7

1

21

2

The root is that part of the plant which grows into the soil.
There are two types of roots: tap root and fibrous root.

11

01
9

Bee-eater

8

4

5

6

7

Germination
The process of the growth of a seed into a new plant is
called germination. Seeds grow into new plants when
they get water, air, sunlight and good soil.

The Root

Name three oils that are
made by crushing seeds
of some plants.
3

Bee-eaters predominantly eat flying insects,
especially bees and wasps. They don’t even get
stung. Before eating an insect, they remove
its sting by repeatedly hitting and rubbing the
insect on a hard surface.

Wonder!

Tap root

Fibrous root

Strawberry and cashew
are fruits that have seeds
on the outside.

Tap root: It is the main root and grows from the end of the
stem into the soil. A tap root has small, thin roots growing
from its sides. Plants such as hibiscus, radish and carrot
have tap roots.
Fibrous root: In some plants, there is no main root and
many fine roots growing from the end of the stem. Plants
that have fibrous roots are grass, rice, wheat and onion.

Functions of the Roots

•
•
•

Owl

Germination of a bean seed

55

Owls cannot roll their eyes around the way we do,
they have to move their entire head to get a look
around. They can twist their necks to turn their
heads about 270 degrees, without moving their
shoulders.

Carrot

Radish

Roots hold the plant firmly into the soil.
Roots absorb water and minerals from the soil.
Roots of some plants store extra food in them. Roots of
plants like radish, carrot and turnip are fleshy because
they have food stored in them.

64

Shady bird

Collins DigiSuite

Black Herons have an interesting hunting
method called canopy feeding. They use
their wings like an umbrella, and use the
shade it creates to spot fish.

www.collins.in

Root System:
The part of
the plant
which grows
below the
ground is
called the
root system.
The root
system
consists of
roots which
fix the plants
to the soil.
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Science
Classes 6 to 10

Collins
Perfect Science
Assessments
Collins Perfect Science Assessments is a comprehensive science self-assessment series
for classes 6 to 10, for schools across all boards. This series adheres to the guidelines of
the National Education Policy (NEP) 2020 in which self-assessment is stated as one of the
tools for transforming the culture of assessment. This series follows a holistic approach
and promotes active engagement with learning. It aims to make the students move
away from rote learning; and hence, elevate the status of the student from a passive
learner to an active learner and facilitate learner autonomy, higher cognitive abilities
and metacognitive engagement. A smooth transition of questions from easy, average
to difficult would enable better understanding of concepts, self-analysis and hence
excellence in any competitive exam.
The workbooks can also be used by teachers for review and assessments in an academic
year, if they want to, as each assessment paper has a variety of questions.

New

line
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to get acces
eports
Analytics, R
ial
and Remed
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Course Package
• Practice books
• Online Remedials

About the AUTHOR
Excelschool Solutions (ESS) is the premier learning division of Excel Soft technologies catering
to the K12 segment. ESS endeavors to provide educational institutions with learning tools
and technologies to enrich their pedagogical model. With a vast array of curricular and cocurricular solutions, ESS partners with over 8000+ schools worldwide in redefining the context
of learning. ESS engages with institutions across the spectrum with learning aids, learning
events, projects, lesson packs, activity labs, teacher training and audits. These solutions are
closely planned and delivered by a 50 + member team comprising of research scholars, PhDs,
M.Eds as well as very experienced teachers.
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Science
Classes 6 to 8

Collins Science
Workbook

Collins Science Workbook is a series of three workbooks for
classes 6 to 8, which are aimed at providing comprehensive
practice for the development and understanding of scientific
concepts. The worksheets are in accordance with the
recommendations of the National Curriculum Framework
2005 and the syllabus prescribed by National Council of
Educational Research and Training (NCERT).

Key Features
• Recap of the chapter Main concepts of
the chapter for quick recall

• Worksheet 2 Short answer type questions
based on the first half of the chapter

• Concept Map Summary of the chapter in
the form of a flowchart

• Worksheet 3 Objective type questions
based on the second half of the chapter

• Worksheets Five worksheets per chapter

• Worksheet 4 Short answer type questions
based on the second half of the chapter

• Worksheet 1 Objective type questions
based on the first half of the chapter

www.collins.in
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• Worksheet 5 Objective and subjective
type questions based on the entire chapter

Course Package
• Workbooks
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Collins has an exciting range of mathematics coursebooks and workbooks
catering to different curricula across the country.
Our Maths courses adhere to the principles outlined in the National Education
Policy 2020 and follow the ‘5Es’ — Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend, and
Evaluate.
This year we also brought out Collins Perfect Maths Assessments for Classes 6
to 10, a comprehensive maths self-assessment series. The series helps enable
better understanding of concepts, self-analysis and hence excellence in any
competitive exam.
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maths
Classes 1 to 8

Maths Now

Maths Now is a series of eight books for classes 1 to 8
based on the NCERT syllabus. The series follows an
activity-oriented approach to make mathematics engaging
for students through emphasizing connections between
mathematics and day-to-day experiences. This series
also features the balanced use of manipulatives, virtual
manipulatives, abstract ideas and other interesting features to
improve inherent mathematical skills of children by creating
foundational interest in the subject.

Key Features
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Course Package
• Coursebooks
• Teacher’s Resource Books
• Collins DigiSuite

About the AuthorS
Prabha Sethy (Books 1–5), former teacher at Welham Boys’ School, Dehradun
Mona Jhunjhunwala (Books 6–8), teacher at The Heritage School, Kolkata

Collins DigiSuite

ExcelSoft Technologies Pvt. Ltd (Books 6–8), content solution provider
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Maths Zone 8

Collins DigiSuit
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Multimedia
eBook

Updated Edition

T E AC H E R’ S M

Maths Zone (Updated Edition) is a series of eight books
for Classes 1 to 8. The series conforms to the objectives
outlined in the National Curriculum Framework.
The updated edition of Maths Zone, trying to make a
difference with its new features, incorporates the latest
requirements across various boards. With its activityoriented approach, the series aims to inculcate lateral
thinking, analytical, research and deduction skills in
students.
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Series Editor

Taruni Soin

Key Features
• Remember brings the focus to certain
important points covered

• Maths Lab Activity to test skills of
investigation, observation and deduction

• Exercises after each topic to revise the
concept just learnt

• Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS)
and Challenge questions to sharpen the
thinking skills

• Mental Maths to help practise calculation
skills and deductive reasoning
• Cross-curricular Links (for Classes 1 to 5)
integrate knowledge across subjects
• Common Errors to help children
understand and avoid the mistakes they
often make
• Revision Exercises at the end of each
chapter for a comprehensive review of the
concepts
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• Worksheets to reinforce practice with fun
exercises
• Projects to extend the concepts learnt to
real-life applications
• Summary (for Classes 6 to 8) gives
a snapshot of the chapter for quick
recapitulation
• Vedic Maths (Classes 3 to 8) to master
shortcut techniques which aid in faster
calculations

Course Package
• Coursebooks
• Teacher’s Resource Books
• Collins DigiSuite

About the Series Editors
K. G. Jeyalakshmi, teacher at Vidyamandir Senior Secondary School, Chennai

Collins DigiSuite

Taruni Soin, teacher at Suncity World School, Gurugram
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Classes 1 to 8

Engaging
Mathematics

Engaging Mathematics is a series of eight books
for classes 1 to 8 based on the CISCE syllabus. The
series follows an activity-oriented approach to make
mathematics engaging for students through emphasizing
connections between mathematics and day-to-day
experiences.
This series also features the balanced use of manipulatives,
virtual manipulatives, abstract ideas, and other interesting
features to improve inherent mathematical skills of
children by creating foundational interest in the subject.
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Course Package
• Coursebooks
• Teacher’s Resource Books
• Collins DigiSuite

About the AuthorS
Prabha Sethy (Books 1–5), former teacher at Welham Boys’ School, Dehradun
Mona Jhunjhunwala (Books 6–8), teacher at The Heritage School, Kolkata

Collins DigiSuite

ExcelSoft Technologies Pvt. Ltd (Books 6–8), content solution provider
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Classes 1 to 8

Maths Matters

Maths Mat ter
s 1

Maths Matters (Updated Edition) is a series of eight books
for Classes 1 to 8, written with the aim of developing
thinking and reasoning skills in students. These books
have been designed as per the latest curriculum
prescribed by the Council for the Indian School Certificate
Examinations. The books follow a thematic and structured
approach for developing analytical and problem-solving
skills in children.
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William Collins’
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his first book
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then, Collins
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ce and school
books.

Collins aims
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Prabha Sethy

Key Features
• Why This Theme Matters points out reallife applications of the theme
• Mental Maths sharpens calculation skills
and logical reasoning
• Hints and Tips enable better
understanding of the concept
• Exercises and Revision Exercise help
recall and revise the concepts learnt in a
chapter
• For the Curious Mind encourages
students to think beyond the textual
knowledge
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• Enrichment Zone to enhance continuous
learning by extending the concepts onestep ahead
• Theme Worksheet, after each theme,
reinforces practice with the help of fun
exercises
• Skill-based Worksheet to develop
analytical and problem-solving skills
• Test Papers at the end of the book to
comprehensively test the concepts

Course Package
• Coursebooks
• Teacher’s Resource Books
• Collins DigiSuite

About the AuthorS
Prabha Sethy, former teacher at Welham Boys’ School, Dehradun
ExcelSoft Technologies Pvt. Ltd, content solution provider

About the Series Editor

Collins DigiSuite

Mona Jhunjhunwala (Books 6–8), teacher at The Heritage School, Kolkata
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Classes 6 to 10

Collins
Perfect Maths
Assessments

Collins Perfect Maths Assessments is a comprehensive maths selfassessment series for classes 6 to 10, for schools across all boards. This series
adheres to the guidelines of the National Education Policy (NEP) 2020 in
which self-assessment is stated as one of the tools for transforming the
culture of assessment. This series follows a holistic approach and promotes
active engagement with learning. It aims to make the students move away
from rote learning; and hence, elevate the status of the student from a
passive learner to an active learner and facilitate learner autonomy, higher
cognitive abilities and metacognitive engagement. A smooth transition of
questions from easy, average to difficult would enable better understanding
of concepts, self-analysis and hence excellence in any competitive exam.

New

The workbooks can also be used by teachers for review and assessments in
an academic year, if they want to, as each assessment paper has a variety of
questions.
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Course Package
• Practice Books
• Online Remedials

About the AUTHOR
Excelschool Solutions (ESS) is the premier learning division of Excel Soft technologies catering to the K12 segment. ESS
endeavors to provide educational institutions with learning tools and technologies to enrich their pedagogical model. With
a vast array of curricular and co-curricular solutions, ESS partners with over 8000+ schools worldwide in redefining the
context of learning. ESS engages with institutions across the spectrum with learning aids, learning events, projects, lesson
packs, activity labs, teacher training and audits. These solutions are closely planned and delivered by a 50 + member team
comprising of research scholars, PhDs, M.Eds as well as very experienced teachers.
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Maths Workbook
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Let’s Practise (Revised Edition) is a series of eight
workbooks for classes 1 to 8, which are aimed at giving
comprehensive practice to support child’s development of
mathematical skills. The series is planned primarily as a
series of worksheets presented in a variety of simple and
engaging styles. The worksheets are benchmarked against
the guidelines of the National Curriculum Framework and
NCERT syllabus requirements.
Key Features
•
•
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Key Features
• Quick Facts to recall the important points
learnt in a chapter

• Puzzle Corner to enhance the application
of the concepts learnt in a fun way

• Worksheets in each chapter to reinforce
understanding of the fundamental
concepts

• Value-based Question to understand the
basic values through the application of
practical aspects

• Revision Worksheet at the end of
each chapter to provide focused and
comprehensive practice

• Reasoning Worksheets to help develop
reasoning and problem-solving skills

• Mental Maths to develop essential mental
maths skills
• Challenge to sharpen thinking skills
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• Vedic Maths (Classes 3 to 8) to master
shortcut techniques which aid in faster
calculations

Course Package
• Workbooks

Reasoning Worksheets

Vedic Maths

WORKSHEET 2

Volume using Blocks
Multiplication by All from 9 and last from 10

1

1. What is of a right angle?
6
a. 15◦
b. 30◦
c. 45◦
2. Find the area of the ﬁgure given below.

WORKSHEET 1

For multiplying two numbers that are both close to the base numbers 10, 100, 1000, etc., we use
the quick method of All from 9 and the last from 10 sutra.
When you apply this sutra to any number, it gives the complement of that number. For the
last number (digit in the ones place), the complement should be calculated from 10. For all the
remaining digits, the complement should be calculated from 9.

d. 90◦

1 cm
Item

Cost of each item
(T)
900
555
1000
2200
175

Jacket
T-shirt
T-shirt
Shoes
Socks

Number of items bought

For example, the complement of 6 is 4; the complement of 78 is 22; the complement of 825 is 175.

2
6
3
2
10

Once the concept of All from 9 and the last from 10 is understood properly, multiplication of
numbers using complements is very easy to understand.
Example 1: Multiply 87 × 93 (Numbers below the base)

He returned the money taken in a year by paying equal amounts every month. How
much did he pay each month?
a. D14,280
b. D2380
c. D1428
d. D1190
2. Pick the odd one out.
(Hint: Observe the angle between the hands of the clock.)
a.
b.
c.
11 12 1
11 12 1
11 12
10
9
8

3.

7 6 5

10
9
8

2
3
4

7 6 5

10
9
8

2
3
4

1

7 6 5

d.
2
3
4

a. 9 sq. cm

c. 4, 2, 1, 5, 3

Write down the two numbers and their complements to the right of the number.

a.
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b.

b.

4
5

c.

3
5

d.

c.

94 ‒ 06
×
66 ‒ 34
_______
62 / 04
_______
2 2

41
100

d.

d. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

10/3/2018 2:33:45 PM

Step 1: Complement of 94 is 6. Write it as minus 6 to show that it is 6 less than 100
Complement of 66 is 34. Write it as minus 34 to show that it is 34 less than
100.
Step 2: Multiply the complements (‒6 × ‒34 = 204). Place a stroke line to show
two parts of the answer.
Carry-over digits are written as shown.
Step 3: Cross-subtract (or cross-add, as per the case) 94 – 34 (also 66 – 06) = 60 + 2
(carried over) = 62

So, the answer is 6204.
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Step 1: Complement of 87 is 13. Write it as minus 13 to show that it is 13 less than 100
Complement of 93 is 7. Write it as minus 7 to show that it is 7 less than 100.
Step 2: Multiply the complements (‒13 × ‒7 = +91). Place a stroke line to show two
parts of the answer.
Carry-over digits are written as shown.
Step 3: Cross-subtract (or cross-add, as per the case) 87 – 13 (also 93 – 07) = 80
(no number needs to be carried over)

Example 2: Multiply 94 × 66 (Numbers below the base)

2
5

Miss
You

4
Good
Luck

b. 4, 2, 1, 3, 5

87 ‒ 13
×
93 ‒ 07
_______
80 / 91
_______
0 0

So, the answer is 8091.

a.

2

a. 3, 5, 1, 2, 4

Write down the two numbers and their complements to the right of the number.

d. 12 sq. cm

4. Pick the odd one out with respect to their turns.

Best Wishes

Happy
1
Anniversary

c. 10 sq. cm

11 12 1
10
2
9
3
8
4
7 6 5

3

5

b. 14 sq. cm

3. What fraction of the block is unshaded?

Arrange the following cards in the ascending order of their area.
Happy
Birthday

The complement of one-digit number should be calculated as the difference from 10; the
complement of a 2-digit number should be calculated as the difference from 100; the complement
of a 3-digit number should be calculated as the difference from 1000 and so on.

1 cm

1. Anil took some money from his friend and bought the following items:
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maths
Classes 1 to 8

Mental Maths
Collins Mental Maths is a series of eight books available
from Levels 1 to 8 which is linked to the curriculum
requirement of each primary group as per NCF guidelines.

Key Features
A fun way to test understanding of
mathematical concepts and skills
• Allows students to assess their progress
with result charts
• Supports school work at home

Exercise 1
1

Write the missing numbers on the number line.

2

1 more than 5 is 6.

0

• Worksheets become progressively more
challenging to ensure advancement

1

2

3

1 more than 6 is

4

6

7

9

Shade the circles.

5

How many squares?

.

How many circles?

Exercise 40

• Develops strong skills for exam success
• Each worksheet contains a revision
element to ensure that students have fully
understood the previous worksheet
• Includes notes for teachers and parents to
help students’ learning

10

3

1 Find x in the given figure.
6

Who has less?

P

7

Anu Anu

90o

90o

+
5 +

Renu Renu

=
2 =L 7120

o

M

6

O

N x
30 o

2 In the parallelogram
EFGH, the
H
bisectors of
∠E and ∠F
meet at point E
A. Find ∠EAF

Solutions
G
A
F

+
=
3 Is it possible to construct a quadrilateral with angles measuring
+ 35°,
3 =120°, 95° and 115°? Give reasons.
4 Would the points P(1,2), Q(2,3), R(3,4) and S(5,6) form a linear
graph?

8
10

3 more than 4 is

.

9

2 more than 1

Write the next three numbers in the squares.
1

2

3

4

5 In a bag, there are 5 black balls and 5 yellow balls. What is the
probability of drawing each ball without looking into it? Are
is the events. equally likely?
6 In grouping of data, the difference between the lower limit and
the upper limit is called the
.

Score
7 If you
rolled a dice 500 times, how many sixes would you
expect to get?

8

I

z

15

3
4
5
6
7
8

10
S

T

3

2y+

Q

11

3y+

5

B

E

12

K

10 Find x, y and z in the rhombus
KITE given alongside.

2

9

8 Write the points where a line joining (20, 30) and (50, 60)
meet the x-axis and y-axis.
9 In the given figure, BEST is a rectangle
5
whose diagonals meet
at Q. If BQ = 2y + 3 and QE = 3y + 5, find y.

1

O
x+y

E

13

2

x+
T

11 In the trapezium WXYZ,
find the remaining angles.
12 A
between a

W

X

75o

63o

Z

14
Y

15

is a circle graph which shows the relationship
and its parts.

13 A point (0,6) will lie on

.

14 Name the quadrilateral whose diagonals are perpendicular
bisectors of each other.
15 The class size of the class interval (0.9–1.7) is

44
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Score

Course Package
• Books

Exercise 22
Solutions

÷ 8 = 10

1

1

2 (6 × 3) + (3 × 5) =

2
3
4
3 What is the sum of

4 What is the next number?

1250, 1150, 1050,

5

6 Anju has to share

6

18, 36 and 27?
5 What number

is at Y?

equally her box of
48 chocolates with her
two brothers.

Y
2990

3005

7
8

How many does she get?
9

7 Write down four numbers that have 2 as

a factor.

10

8 1 − 0.9 =

9 2 14 = 4?

11

10 12 + 1 = 1
2

11 If today is Friday, what

12

day will it be in two
weeks’ time?

0.5 + 0.5 =
12 15 =

× 15

13 Add the even numbers:

30, 31, 32, 33

B
9
8

14
15

14 What are the values of A and B?

A
4
12

13

6
14
7

Score

15 99 × 21 = (99 × 20) + (99 ×

)

26
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Exercise 5
æ -120 ö
ç
÷
è -720 ø

1

Solutions

æ -24 ö
ç
÷
è 50 ø

1

æ 12 ö
ç ÷
è 25 ø
æ 24 ö
ç
÷
è -50 ø

2
æ -24 ö
ç
÷
è -50 ø

2

Solutions

3

3
æ 3 ö æ -4 ö æ 7 ö æ 2 ö
ç ÷, ç
ç
ç ÷
è5ø è 3
è -9 è15 ø
4

æ -6 ö æ 1 ö æ -5 ö æ 1 ö
ç ÷ ç
÷ ç ÷ ç ÷
è 9 ø è -10 ø è 1 ø è 5 ø

5
6
7

æ -1ö
ç ÷
è 14 ø

9
10
11

3

1
5

2

æ1ö
ç
è3

Exercise 2

Exercise 3

Exercise 4

Exercise 5

5

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

6

7

12
35

8

1

12

13

4
13

6

6

6

7

7

7

7

8

8

8

8

9

9

9

9

9

10

10

10

10

10

10

11

11

11

11

11

12

12

12

12

12

13

13

13

13

13

14

14

14

14

14

15

15

15

15

15

5 Convert 300 dam2 to dm2.

7 A parallelogram has a height of 7 cm and a base of 8 cm. Find
its area (in cm2).

7

8 A circle has diameter of 23 cm. 10 Find the area of ∆PQR.
Find its circumference.
P

8

13

15
7
4

14

1
2

Score

15

5

Exercises 1 to 10.indd 5

Solutions

1 The perimeter of a rhombus of side 8 cm is
a. 16 cm
b. 64 cm
c. 80 cm
d. 32 cm

6

14
3
120
4

Exercise xx
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8

12
1
4

2

7

11

1
2

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8,
12, 16, 24, 48

9

8
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÷
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Exercise 1

6

æ1ö
ç ÷
è5ø
æ 6 ö
æ9ö æ 3 ö
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- ç ÷ ç ÷
ç ÷ + ç
è -10
è15 ø è 45 ø
è 5 ø
æ1ö
ç ÷
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4 A square garden is 20 m
wide. How many metres
of fence will be needed to
enclose the garden?

Exercise 6

Exercise 7

Exercise 8

Exercise 9

Exercise 10

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

6

6

6

6

6

7

7

7

7

7

8

8

8

8

8

9

9

9

9

9

10

10

10

10

10

11

11

11

11

11

12

12

12

12

12

13

13

13

13

13

14

14

14

14

14

15

15

15

15

15

35

1

2 If the perimeter of an
3 A rectangular piece of paper
equilateral triangle is 17.35 cm,
has a width of 8.5 inches
what is the length of each
and an area of 93.5 square
side (in cm)?
inches. What is its length?

9 A triangular carpet has a
base of 10 feet and a height
of 12 feet. Find its area.

2

2
3

2

6 Converting 8 m to hm will
give
a. 0.0008 hm2
b. 0.008 hm2
c. 0.00008 hm2
d. 8 × 10 −5 hm2

4
5
6

9

4 cm
K

Q

6 cm

R

11 The areas of two circles
are in the ratio 9:25. If the
radius of the bigger circle is
4 cm, find the radius of the
smaller circle.

12 A path 2.5 m wide runs inside
the boundary of a square
field whose side is 30 m.
Find the cost of covering
the path with gravel at the
rate of `3.50 per m2.

13 Find the area of the shaded
region. Use x = 3.14. The
measurements are in cm.

14 Find the area of the shaded
region if the side of the square
measures 14 cm and the
radius of the circle is 7 cm.

10
11
12
13
14
15

5

45

10

Score
Indian 57946_P045_048.indd 45

29/08/2013 14:18

15 Find the area of a right-angled triangle whose base is 12 cm
and hypotenuse is 13 cm.

34

Exercises 31 to 40.indd 4
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maths
Classes 6 to 8

Collins Maths
Workbook

Collins Maths Workbook is a series of three workbooks
for classes 6 to 8, which are aimed at giving comprehensive
practice to support child’s development of mathematical skills.
The series is planned primarily as a series of multifaceted
worksheets presented in a variety of simple and engaging
styles. The multifaceted worksheets are benchmarked against
the guidelines of the National Curriculum Framework and
NCERT syllabus requirements.

Key Features
• Recall Important points learnt in a
chapter for quick review

 Mental Maths to develop essential
mental maths skills

• Worksheets in each chapter to reinforce
understanding of the fundamental
concepts

 Challenge to sharpen thinking skills

• Revision Worksheet at the end of
each chapter to provide focused and
comprehensive practice

 Life Skills to create awareness,
empathy and a positive attitude
towards self and others

• Cognitive Corner A variety of questions
to help the students monitor, develop and
communicate their thinking processes,
such as:
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 Puzzle to enhance the application of
the concepts learnt in a fun way

• Reasoning Worksheets to help develop
reasoning and problem-solving skills
• Vedic Maths to master shortcut
techniques which aid in faster calculations

Course Package
• Workbooks
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Evs and Social Studies
Class
1

Class
2

Class
3

Class
4

Class
5

Tree of Life (Updated)











Expeditions (Revised)









Excursions (Revised)









Collins Map Practice
Book

What’s Revised
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Class
6

Class
7

Class
8























In our EVS books, we promote multidisciplinary approach that sensitizes
children to the environment and also instills in them values and life skills.
The Social Studies books help children make sense of the world through
stimulating content and tasks. Our courses, Expeditions, Excursions and Tree
of Life, have been revised with the latest maps and alignment to the National
Education Policy 2020.
In addition the Map Practice Workbooks help students develop and practise their
map reading skills.
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evs AND social studies
Classes 1 to 5

Tree of Life

Tree of Life (Updated Edition) is an engaging and innovative
course on Environmental Studies for classes 1 to 5. The series
is based on the guidelines of the National Education Policy,
2020 and adopts a multidisciplinary approach to enable
holistic learning. Effectively graded learner-centric content,
the series integrates environmental issues with life skills
keeping in mind several goals—easy readability, accuracy
and creativity.

UPDATED

Key Features
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Course Package
• Coursebooks
• Teacher’s Resource Books
• Collins DigiSuite

About the Authors
Dinu Raheja, Programme Director with The Global Education & Leadership Foundation and
a teacher trainer

Collins DigiSuite

Lipika Ghosh, teaching experience at St. Xavier’s School Hazaribagh, Sardar Patel Vidyalaya,
New Delhi and Sanskriti School, New Delhi
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Answer Keys

Multimedia E-book

Test Generator

Additional Worksheets

Teacher’s Resource Books

Collins Dictionary

Detailed Lesson Plan

Interactive Activities
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evs AND social studies
Classes 1 to 8

Expeditions

Expeditions (Revised Edition) is an integrated course in
Environmental Studies and Social Studies for the primary and
middle school. In sync with the requirements of the curricula,
Books 1 & 2 offer a course in Environmental Studies and Books 3
to 8 in Social Studies. Following an interactive approach, the series
caters to the young learners through inferential and experiential
tasks, and stimulating content. The need for sustainable
development holds the key to the future of humankind and young
learners need to be sensitized to it through a gradual study to
build environmental and social awareness.

Key Features
•

World Connect (Books 6-8) highlights stories
and events from around the world related to
the chapter.

•

Work out at the end of the chapters facilitate
understanding, recall and reinforcement, and
assessment.

Find out tasks encourage referencing skills.

•

•

Do it yourself (Books 1-5) contains applicationbased activities for experiential learning.

Recall provides mind maps and flowcharts to
reinforce learning.

•

Think focuses on Higher Order Thinking Skills.

•

Eco feat sensitizes learners towards
conservation of environment.

•

Life skills and values equip learners with the
basic skills they need to excel in life.

•

Explore/Investigate/Consider (Books 6-8)
are analytical tasks set to test a student’s
comprehension skills and foster their interest in
further exploration of the key idea(s).

•

Enjoy has varied creative tasks and projects for
experiential learning.

•

Fun Time (Books 1-5) has varied tasks for
game-based learning and Info Time (Books 6-8)
provides interesting information at the end of
each section.

•

Outline maps provided for map skills activities

•

Take off assesses the prior knowledge of the
learners.

•

Warm up has pre-reading tasks that allow the
learners to infer and relate to the topic.

•

Fact quest provides interesting titbits of
information.

•

•

Case study (Books 6-8) given for in-depth
investigations of certain person, event, place or
policy
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Course Package
• Coursebooks
• Teacher’s Resource Books
• Collins DigiSuite

About the AuthorS
Urmi Chakraborty (Books 6–8), former teacher at Sardar Patel Vidyalaya, New Delhi
Sayee Lakshmi (Books 6–8), teacher at Sardar Patel Vidyalaya, New Delhi
Swati Shukla (Books 6–8), a Google certified trainer, currently, she is a teacher at Sanskriti School,
New Delhi

About the Series Editor
Padmini Sriraman (Books 1–5), Principal of The Hindu Senior Secondary School, Adyar, Chennai

Clean and Healthy Body
Do it yourself

We must keep our body clean and healthy. To stay healthy, we must follow
some good habits.

c. 30°W and 75°S

Brush our teeth every
morning and at night
before going to bed.

Take bath every day.

Wash and comb our
hair to keep it tidy.

180 0
E

150 0
E

120 0
E

00

30 0
E

60 0
E

30 0
W

60 0
W

900 N
750 N

d. 180°E and 45°S

Sleep for at least 8 to 9
hours every day.

90 0
W

180 0
W

b. 60°W and 30°N

150 0
W

Wake up early in the
morning and go to
sleep early.

120 0
W

Given below is a list of coordinates to find places and things. Mark them
with a cross on the map.
N
a. 30°E and 15°S

600 N

e. 120°E and 45°N

450 N
300 N
150 N
00 N
150 S
300 S
450 S
600 S
750 S

information that tell us about our past. There are experts who decode and decipher these
ancient texts.
Literary sources may be religious or non-religious. They
detail the lives of the kings and the common people, along
with their religious beliefs and practices.

Change our clothes
every day and wear
neat and clean clothes.

Take off

Wash our
hands before
and after eating
our meals.

ç

Literary

Artefacts

Religious literature

Monuments

Secular literature

Coins

Biographies

Inscriptions

Traveller’s accounts

Burial sites

Chronicles

Recall

Think
Imaginary Lines

Warm up

We use
maps when we want to

Exercise every
day.

▲ An ancient manuscript

Sources
Archaeological

Maps

4
Play in a park
every day.

Eat healthy
food.

Some of the religious works are epics like the Ramayana
and the Mahabharata, Indian scriptures like the Vedas and
Buddhist literature like the Jataka Tales. These texts were
written in ancient languages like Sanskrit. Some nonreligious works include Kautilya’s Arthashastra, Kalidasa’s
Abhijnanashakuntalam, folk tales like the Panchtantra and
Banabhatta’s Harshacharita.

900 S

Fact quest

know about the physical
features of a place.
ç

The needle of a compass
always
17 points to the

Archaeologists use tools like picks and
shovels to excavate fossils. In areas
where digging is difficult, they use
bulldozers too. Sometimes, they use
simple things like spoons and brushes
to extract the fossil.

Investigate
In one of his inscriptions, Ashoka had written…
‘King Piyadasi made provision for two types of medical treatment: medical treatment for humans
and medical treatment for animals. Wherever medical herbs suitable for humans or animals are
not available, I have had them imported and grown. Wherever medical roots or fruits are not
available, I have had them imported and grown… Along roads I have had wells dug and trees
planted for the benefit of humans and animals …’
Based on what you have read, what impression do you have of King Ashoka?

Co-relation between History and Geography
The geography of a place directly impacts its history. While history includes human
experiences, geography focuses on how humans relate to the physical environment. Some
of the earliest civilizations developed around river valleys as water and food were easily
decipher: convert (a text written in code, or a coded signal) into normal language

Arjun,
let us play a treasure
hunt. I’ll draw the map and
hide these chocolates.
See if you can read the
map and find them.

.

Parallels of Latitudes

Meridians of Longitudes

Run from east-west direction

Run from north-south direction

0° latitude is called the

0° longitude is called the prime
meridian

What kind of symbols
would you use if equator
you
were to make a map for
a treasure hunt?

Look at the pictures and answer the questions.

Participation of people is an important feature of democracy.
1. Which ways of participating do you see here?
2. What are the other ways of participating?

16

17

Life Skills and Values

We have already learnt that the Earth is a sphere, and the most accurate model of the Earth
is a globe. Globes are round and provide the truest possible view of the entire Earth. But can
you find out all about the Earth by looking only at a globe? Can you find out information about
the city in which you live by looking only at a globe? No, to find out such detailed information
we would need an extremely large globe. So, when we want to find out information about
places on the Earth we use a map.
The word ‘map’ comes from the Latin word mappa, meaning cloth, as many of the earliest
maps were drawn on skins, parchment and cloth. A map gives information about the Earth’s
surface in a simple and graphic manner and helps
us to understand where we are in relation to other
Fact quest
people and places.
The maps of the Earth were initially drawn on
flat surfaces because people believed that the
Earth was flat, with sides and corners. A map is a
representation of the Earth or a part of it on a flat
surface. A map is a better representation of the
Earth than a globe because a map can show large

Help in locating places

If two religious groups clash with each other while celebrating their respective
festivals, who should resolve this? Most celebrations of festivals require fervent
procession, which are taken out so that majority of people can participate.
However, these also create disturbance for traffic and can lead to violent clashes.
Write your views on the given situation.

Enjoy
A.
B.

Conduct an election in the class to choose Captain of the class
Have you read the Little Women novel by Louise M. Alcott? Did you know that
Alcott was also a part of Women Suffrage Movement? The character of Jo was
based on Alcott herself. Read about her work for uplifting women in the USA.

Weblink
For more information, log on to:
https://www.india.gov.in/my-government/constitution-india
Last accessed on 30 September 2019

The most famous ancient maps of
the world were made in the second
century CE by the Greek scholar,
Claudius Ptolemy. He based
his drawings on mathematical
calculations, along with information
provided by sailors and explorers.

parchment: a material that was used in that past for writing

10

207
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Collins DigiSuite

Expedition Book 6_2019 History.indd 10

Answer Keys

Multimedia E-book

Test Generator
Additional Worksheets

Teacher’s Resource Books
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Detailed Lesson Plan
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evs AND social studies
Classes 1 to 8

Excursions

Excursions Revised Edition is a comprehensive course
in Environmental Studies and Social Studies for young
learners. This series for classes 1 to 8 is aligned to
the National Education Policy, 2020. Following the
curriculum, the series offers a course in Environmental
Studies for classes 1 and 2, integrated Social Studies for
classes 3, 4 and 5 and separate Geography and History
and Civics courses for classes 6, 7 and 8. The series offers
features that focus on essential skills to assist learners
achieve holistic learning through a multidisciplinary
approach.

Revised
Key Features
Varied key features in the series hone
learning skills.
• Learning – Let’s learn about, Key terms,
Timeline, In a Nutshell

• Problem-solving and analytical thinking
– Think Box, Life Skills and Values,
Picture Study
• Creativity and happiness – Enjoy, Game

• Extended learning and explanation –
Reflect, FactPedia, Figure Out, Weblinks

• Multidisciplinary and holistic learning –
Across the Boundary, Snap Recap

• Observation and application – DIY,
Green Earth, World Connect, Geo
Connect, Case Study

• Assessment and practice – Workout, Test
Yourself, Outline maps
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Course Package
• Coursebooks
• Teacher’s Resource Books
• Collins DigiSuite

About the Authors
Abira Das, principal at the Agrasain Boys’ School, Kolkata
Meenakshi Wattal, an educationist for over three decades, believes learning must be multidimensional
Debahuti Das, teacher at The Heritage School
Augustine Kaitharath, History teacher at the Don Bosco School in Siliguri
Anuradha Bhattacharyya, primary school coordinator at The Heritage School, Kolkata
Mrinalini Jaitly, former History and Civics teacher at St. Joseph’s Boys High School in Bengaluru and
CMS institutions in Lucknow
Sheekha Rani Banerjee, senior Geography teacher at Don Bosco School, Siliguri

Collins DigiSuite

Sukanya Chakraborty, a self-motivated educator with more than 20 years of experience in teaching

Answer Keys

Test Generator
Additional Worksheets

Teacher’s Resource Books
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Detailed Lesson Plan

evs & social studies
Classes 6 to 8

Collins Map
Practice Book

Collins Map Practice Book is a series for Grades 6 to
8 and is aligned to the NCERT syllabus. It is designed
to build map skills through carefully graded practice
sheets to facilitate easy learning and comprehension. It
follows a learner-centric approach—each practice sheet
has reference maps, questions based on them and outline
maps for practice. The visual aids given add value to the
concepts and make learning an enjoyable journey.

new
Key Features
• Map Reading Skills
• Glossary of Important Terms
• Reference Maps
• Practice Exercises
• Outline Maps
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Course Package
• Workbooks
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Computer Science
Class
1

Class
2

Class
3

Class
4

Class
5

Class
6

Class
7

Class
8

Collins Smart Tech

















Collins Computer Science

















Computer World (Revised)
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What’s New
Series

Features
Windows 10 and MS Office 2016
• GIMP
• OpenShot
• App Inventor
• Scratch
• Python
• HTML and CSS
• 3D Printing
• Graphic Designing
• Big Data and Data Analytics Robotics
• Artificial Intelligence
• Internet of Things
• Skill Development Section with Projects
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The Computer Science resources include print and digital content to make students
adept at handling various software and applications, and appear for competitive
exams such as the National Cyber Olympiad.
This year we have brought out a course, Collins Smart Tech, which will help learners
develop a thorough understanding of the fundamentals by first-hand exploration to
make learning enjoyable and rewarding.
Series

Features
Windows 10 and MS Office 2013
• Focuses on the application of technology
• Covers a broad range of topics including a few off-beat ones
like career options for Computer Science, App Inventor,
Computer Giants and Web 2.0 education tools
• Open Office and Windows 8 updates present at the end of the
books
• Interactive tutorials in Collins DigiSuite
Windows 7 and MS Office 2010; Updates for Windows 10 and
MS Office 2016
• Uses open-source software like GIMP and Open Shot instead
of corresponding proprietary software like Windows Movie
Maker and Adobe Photoshop
• Provides references and comparison with Open Office
Windows 7 and MS Office 2010
• Completely mapped to the ICSE curriculum
• Includes commonly used software applications and the basic
programming languages
• Describes the additional features of MS Office 365
Windows 7, MS Office 2010; Updates for Windows 8 and
MS Office 2013
• Includes lists of famous IT personalities, latest IT trends, key
terms and tech terms at the end of each book
• Workbook format
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computer science
Classes 1 to 8

Collins
Smart Tech

Collins Smart Tech is series of computer science textbooks
for classes 1 to 8 designed for a generation of learners
that consider computers to be an integral part of life. This
series adheres to the vision of the National Educational
Policy 2020. Based on Windows 10 and MS Office 2016, the
books help learners develop a thorough understanding
of the fundamentals by first-hand exploration to make
learning enjoyable and rewarding. Each book includes a
special segment on skill development that enables learners
to acquire a variety of age-appropriate skills. Ranging
from computer manners in class 1, to cyber security in
class 5, information technology in class 6, design thinking
in class 7 and artificial intelligence: applications and ethics
in class 8, these are in sync with the vision of the NEP.

new

Key Features
• Includes a variety of pedagogical tools
that present additional information
and offer opportunities for first-hand
exploration

• Introduces the concept of computational
thinking, logical problem-solving and the
essentials of coding in an age-appropriate
manner

• Presents the learning material in simple
language as far as possible

• Follows a graded introduction to
programming through Scratch, HTML,
CSS and Python

• Covers various aspects and uses of
computers in our daily lives—picture
editing, video editing, app creation and
website designing
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• Introduces learners to evolving
technologies such as artificial intelligence,
robotics, Internet of Things and 3D
printing

Course Package
• Coursebooks
• Teacher’s Resource Books
• Collins DigiSuite

About the Authors:

Collins DigiSuite

Sneha Krishnan and Manasi Kashikar are co-founders of the company MINDCHAMP, where
they teach coding to school students using fun, activity-based learning. Together with a team
of educators, they have taught thousands of students to create computer games and websites.
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computer science
Classes 1 to 8

Collins
Computer Science
Collins Computer Science is a series of eight books for
Classes 1 to 8. This conforms to the vision of the National
Curriculum Framework. Based on Windows 10 and MS
Office 2013, this course includes an update section on
Open Office and Windows 8. The series also includes
contextual posters and actual National Cyber Olympiad
papers with answer keys.

Key Features
• You should know: This feature includes
interesting facts about the topic.
• Word web: This feature lists the meanings
of all the difficult words.
• Recall: This feature lists the procedural
difference between MS Office 2013 and
MS Office 2010.
• Digital geek: This feature mentions
additional technical information about the
topic.
• Concepts learnt: This feature
recapitulates all the important points
covered in the chapter.
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• Computer is my mentor!: This feature is
given to test the practical application of
the concept.
• Net search: This feature lists the
important websites that students can refer
to extra information.

Course Package
• Coursebooks
• Teacher’s Resource Books
• Collins DigiSuite

About the Author
ExcelSoft Technologies Private Limited, content solution provider

About the Series Editor

Collins DigiSuite

Padmaja Subhash, a senior teacher of Computer Science in Convent of Jesus and Mary
School, New Delhi
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Multimedia E-book

Test Generator

Additional Worksheets

Teacher’s Resource Books

Collins Dictionary

Detailed Lesson Plan

Interactive Tutorials
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computer science
Classes 1 to 8

Computer World
Computer World (Revised Edition) is a series of eight
books for Classes 1 to 8. This series conforms to the vision
of the National Curriculum Framework (2005). Based
on Windows 7 and MS Office 2010, this course includes
an update section on MS Office 2013 and Windows
10, introducing students to the latest interface and the
associated features. It also offers open-office support and
open-source software.

Key Features
• Simple and child-friendly textbooks
with adequate visuals and numbered
screenshots
• Integrated LibreOffice support with
appropriate screenshots for topics of MS
Office 2010 covered in the relevant books
• Open-source software—Tux Paint, Tux
Typing, KTurtle and Scratch, OpenShot
and GIMP—introduced
• Questions in interesting formats
such as Practice Time, Check Your
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Understanding, Fun Time, Lab Activities,
Research Projects and Group Discussions
to support learning
• Well-graded introduction to
programming, starting from simple tasks
in KTurtle and Scratch in primary classes
to QBASIC and Python in middle school
• Revised and updated exercises,
Worksheets, Assessments and Model
Test Papers to reinforce learning and aid
preparation for examinations

Course Package
• Coursebooks
• Teacher’s Resource Books
• DigiSuite

About the Author

Collins DigiSuite

Mohini Arora, HoD, Computer Science at Air Force Golden Jubilee Institute, Subroto Park,
Delhi

Answer Keys

Additional Worksheets
Test Generator

Teacher’s Resource Books
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Detailed Lesson Plan

computer science
Classes 1 to 8

Computer Craft

Computer Craft is a series of eight books for Classes 1 to 8.
This series follows Fink’s Taxonomy to impart knowledge
in Cognitive, Affective and Psychomotor domains. Based
on Windows 7 and MS Office 2010, this course includes an
update on MS Office 365 introducing students to the latest
interface and the associated features.

Key Features
• Word Web explains the difficult words.
• You Should Know gives interesting facts about the
topic.
• Keyboard Shortcuts highlight all the important
keyboard shortcuts for the menu commands.
• Exercise at the end of each chapter reinforces the
understanding of the topic.
• Projects integrate Computer Science with other
subjects.
• National Cyber Olympiad (Classes 3 to 8) is based
on the actual question paper by Science Olympiad
Foundation.
• Updates (Classes 3 to 8) describe the additional
features of MS Office 365.
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Course Package
• Coursebooks
• Teacher’s Resource Books
• Collins DigiSuite

About the AuthorS
Sarala Devi Dhanapal, a senior teacher at Lawrence High School, Bengaluru

Collins DigiSuite

Susmita Sen, former teacher at Loreto House, Kolkata

Answer Keys

Additional Worksheets
Test Generator

Teacher’s Resource Books
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Detailed Lesson Plan
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Switch On, a series of eight books for Classes 1 to 8,SWisITCan
effort to familiarize and equip students with the latest trends
in computer technology. This is a well-graded course that
conforms to the requirements of NCF and complies with the
syllabus requirements of various boards. The course is based
on Windows 7 and MS Office 2010 with updates on Windows 8
and MS Office 2013.
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SW ITCH ON
A graded course
in computers
with
• Stickers and
Posters
• Updates on
Windows 8 and
MS Office 2013
• Actual NCO
paper
• Collins DigiSui
te for teachers
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Series Editor
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Key Features

Mohini Arora

• Word Web explains the difficult words.
• You Should Know gives interesting facts
about the topic.
• Quick Way highlights all the important
keyboard shortcuts for the menu
commands
• Exercise at the end of each chapter
reinforces the understanding of the topic
• Latest versions namely, Windows
Movie Maker 2012, HTML 5, Adobe
Dreamweaver CC, Adobe Photoshop CC
and Flash 8
• Innovative worksheets, assessment
papers and revision papers are given as
additional evaluation aids
• Writing space in the Exercise section
makes this course book as an effective
workbook too

www.collins.in
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with
• Posters
• Updates on
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MS Office 2013
• Actual NCO
paper
• Collins DigiSui
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• Research Project integrates Computer
Science with other subjects.
• IT Personalities contains important
information about the famous
personalities from the field of IT.
• Key Terms and Tech Terms enlist the
important terms that the students should
be aware of
• Latest IT Trends describes the emerging
technological advancements that the
students should know.
• Original National Cyber Olympiad
paper for practice so that students can
gain proficiency in competitive exams.
• Interesting stickers and posters provided
inside the course books make learning
fun.

Course Package
• Coursebooks
• Teacher’s Resource Books
• Collins DigiSuite

About the Author

Collins DigiSuite

Mohini Arora, HoD, Computer Science at Air Force Golden Jubilee Institute, Subroto Park,
Delhi

Answer Keys

Additional Worksheets
Test Generator

Teacher’s Resource Books

www.collins.in
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Hindi

Primer
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Class 3

Class 4

Class 5
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GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
Classes 1 to 8

Knowledge
Lighthouse

Knowledge Lighthouse is a series of General Knowledge
books for classes 1 to 8. Designed to spark the curiosity of
learners, the books include a spectrum of topics that focus on
skills to address the learning needs of 21st century learners.
Knowledge Lighthouse tasks are thematic and linear with
visual, verbal, and strategic inputs to help students acquire
knowledge.

Key Features

www.collins.in
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Course Package
• Coursebooks
• Collins DigiSuite
• Online Resource for
Teachers and Students

About the Authors

Kunal Savarkar, a well-known quizmaster in the country, he has created and conducted over
a thousand quizzes all over the country, including the CBSE Heritage India Quiz and the
INTACH Heritage India Quiz

Collins DigiSuite

Seema Chari, a trainer, writer, director (plays), and quiz show host

Multimedia eBook

Flashcards
Learning Tools
Printable Worksheets

Collins Dictionary

www.collins.in
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GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
Classes 1 to 8

Knowledge Whizz
Knowledge Whizz for classes 1 to 8 is a unique series that
aims to offer general knowledge covering a wide range
of subjects, both curricular and extra-curricular. These
are GK books for learning, not quiz books for testing.
How to source, assimilate and recall knowledge is a skill
that can be learnt! The series rewards inquisitiveness
and helps learners to not just know a variety of subjects
or understand phenomena, but also imbibe values,
environmental temper, and build intelligence quotient
through uniquely designed tasks.

Key Features
• Includes themes from modern life such as
gaming, media, business, and finance

• HOTS develops critical thinking to
evaluate and assimilate information

• Each task comprises inputs to help learners
arrive at the answers as well as acquire
knowledge

• Values focuses on inculcating values and
the right attitude

• Safety Science draws attention to the
science behind the measures we should
take to stay safe
• North East India chapters bring the
vibrancy and uniqueness of this part of
India to learners
• Aptitude tasks aim to hone and cement
specific verbal, visual, and logical aptitudes
• Multiple Intelligence tasks encourage
different learners to learn in their own ways

www.collins.in
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• Life Skills helps learners to tackle real-life
situations
• Green Earth helps promote conservation of
environment amongst learners
• Game brings a good dose of fun into
learning
• Cool Facts, Cool Activity, Cool Quiz and
Quiz Yourself make learning interactive
• Current Affairs updates and quizzes
are available online at www.collins.in/
knowledgewhizz

Course Package
• Coursebooks
• Online current affairs updates
(weekly)

About the Authors
Kunal Savarkar, a well-known quizmaster in the country, he has created and conducted over
a thousand quizzes all over the country, including the CBSE Heritage India Quiz and the
INTACH Heritage India Quiz
Seema Chari, a trainer, writer, director (plays), and quiz show host

Win the Whizz Cup!

Countries Linked to Words
Many expressions in English are made up of combinations of country names and
common words thanks to historical or cultural association of some things with
particular countries..

Work your way out of the Whizz Maze from the Harry Potter series and win the “Whizz”ard Cup!
Aguamenti
Lumos
Nox
Impervius

A. Choose the names of countries from the box and complete the expressions. The country
flags are clues.
Siamese
German

French
Indian

1.

Portuguese
Japanese

2.

Turkish
Arabian

Swiss
Chinese

3.

Liberacorpus
Reducto
Incendio
Accio

Russian
Persian

Reparo
Expelliarmus
Riddikulus
Obliviate

Finite Incantatum
Expecto Patronum
Alohomora
Engorgio

There are ditches and
chasms in your path.
You need a broom to
ﬂy over them.

1.
You have entered
the maze. But it’s
all dark!

4.

Evanesco
Muffliato
Rictusempra
Geminio

7.

8.
A huge stone has
risen up in front of
you. Blast it!

2.

ink

5.

man-o’-war

6.

towel

7.

The door is
closed, and
you don’t have
the key.

fries

8.

6.

9.

It has started
raining and the
shower is blocking
your view.

Your rival has
hung your friend
upside down. Save
your friend.

Oh no! A Boggart is
blocking your path…

3.
salad

9.

checkers

10.

knife

11.

10.

fan

You have come face to face
with a Muggle who has
wandered into the maze. He
should not remember you.

12.
4.
You have entered
the maze. But it’s
all dark!

mare

CO OL
FACT

shepherd

carpet

12.

You have reached
another door, but it is
too small for your size.

In a stadium, groups of spectators often briefly stand, yell and raise their arms.
The combined movement of these groups one after the other looks like a
wave. During the 1986 FIFA World Cup, this was first seen in Mexico, which
is why it is called a Mexican Wave.

There are ditches and
chasms in your path.
You need a broom to ﬂy
over them.

42

30
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terribly
11. You are
thirsty.

pastry

93

5.

13.
You are terribly thirsty.

VALUE EDUCATION
Classes 1 to 8

Vision

Vision Revised Edition, is an engaging course in Value
Education and Life Skills for grades 1 to 8. The series is meant
to enable learners to lead balanced, happy and successful lives.
This series encourages learners to respect diversity, exhibit
leadership, display positive attitudes towards the community
and the nation, and be responsible and strive for conflict
management in stressful situations. The series adheres to the
guidelines outlined in the National Education Policy, 2020.

Revised

Key Features

www.collins.in
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Course Package

Collins DigiSuite

• Coursebooks
• Teacher’s Resource Books
• Collins DigiSuite

Answer Keys

Test Generator
Additional Worksheets

Teacher’s Resource Books

www.collins.in

Multimedia E-book

Collins Dictionary
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Detailed Lesson Plan

hindi
Primer to 5

Aarambh
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Course Package
• Coursebooks
• Teacher’s Resource Books
• Collins DigiSuite

About the Authors:
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YOGA
Classes 6 to 12

Integral Yoga
Path of complete health and comprehensive
development

Integral Yoga provides knowledge about Yoga and
yogic practices to young students, keeping in mind their
cognitive capacities. Yoga is an important component of
the subject Health and Physical Education. The practice
of Yoga helps in the balanced development of the
physical and mental health of the students. It also helps
to increase their power of concentration. Yoga education
is a necessity, for the comprehensive physical and mental
development and the overall growth of children.
Book 1 is for classes 6 to 8; Book 2 is for classes 9 & 10; and
Book 3 is for classes 11 & 12.

Key Features
• Graded content as per the given syllabus
• Lucid and detailed explanation of the
theory of Yoga
• Overview of all the yogic practices and
asanas with the detailed description of
their procedures, precautions and benefits
• Step-by-step presentation of each asana
with clear illustrations

www.collins.in
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• Includes suggestions for and restrictions of
yogic practices
• Instructional videos available for teaching
on www.collins.in

Course Package
• Coursebooks
• Over 60 instructional
videos

About the Author
Yoga Acharya Shri Girish Tyagi has been associated with the subjects of Yoga and
Spiritualism for over four decades. He has over thirty years of experience teaching Yoga in
various Kendriya Vidyalayas. During this tenure, he has also imparted Yoga education in
Bhutan. He is still associated and active in the field of Yoga and Spiritualism.

Yoga
Videos

Also available in Hindi

www.collins.in
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Term and Semester Books
Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

Class 5
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Feathers (Semester)











Breeze (Semester)
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•
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Learning
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for ready reference

Test Generator
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Multimedia eBook
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Collins
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Comprises Lesson Plans, Answer Keys,
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Revision Worksh
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r Projects
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What’s New
Available with Collins Connect
App for students and teachers
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•

Compatible with iOS, Android and Windows

•

Contains multimedia, Virtual Reality/Augmented
Reality, and exciting interactivities
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Multimedia eBook
Consists of Animations, Audio, Videos,

s

WINDMILLS PLU

NEW Collins DigiSuite for Teachers

5

• Science in
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National
Education
Policy
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In

Mathematics

Science

Projects

Eco feat

Installation-free digital solution
for an effective, user-friendly and
engaging classroom experience
• Available for online/offline use
• Runs on PCs, laptops, mobiles, tablets,
smart TVs and more
• Runs on Windows, Linux, Android
and iOS
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eBook

• Reading
• Vocabulary
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WINDMILLS PLUS 5 Semester 1
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Windmills Plus is an integrated
semester course for Classes 1 to
5 which provides a comprehensive
experience to the young learners
learning
in their formative years. The series
adheres to the guidelines of the
Education Policy (NEP) 2020, and
National
is designed
Mathematics, Environmental Studies/Science to offer a comprehensive learning package that covers English,
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These books provide ample opportunities
through 10 coursebooks.
to the students to learn, explore
and
across different areas of learning
through an interdisciplinary and cross-curricularpractise new concepts effortlessly
approach.

Collins Connect




Semester 2

The Term books and Semester books offer an integrated approach to primary
learning, focusing on progressive learning from Classes 1 to 5 for the core
subjects—English, Mathematics, EVS/Science, Social Studies and General
Knowledge.
After the success of the term series, Windmills, Collins has published
Windmills Plus, which is a semester book. The Windmills term and semester
series come with an App for students that includes animations and AR and VR
to make concepts come live with just a click.
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Collins Connect

Projects
Activities

App for students and teachers
Compatible with iOS, Android and Windows

•

Contains multimedia, Virtual Reality/Augmented
Reality, and exciting interactivities

Key Features
English
• Comprehension • Vocabulary • Grammar • Listening and Speaking
Mathematics
• Exercises and Revision Exercises • Mental Maths • Maths Lab Activity
Science
• Science in Context • Watch out! • Life Skills • Projects
Social Studies
• Do It Yourself • Think Zone • Life Skills • Activity • Eco Zone
General Knowledge
• Multiple Intelligence • HOTS • Activity • India-specific Content
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English
Science Scan

EVS

READING ...........................................................................

• Saturn has beautiful rings

Have you ever dreamt of travelling to space? What would
you do in space? Read this poem by Gareth Lancaster to
find out what the poet wants to do there.

largest planet in the solar
system, but it is very light
for its size.
around it, made of billions
of tiny chips of ice and
dust.

Upon a yacht of stars.
With port holes all along the sides,

FactPedia

Festival Shopping
Karan, Kirti and their sister Neha are going shopping with their parents for the coming
festival. They left home at 10:15 a.m. and drove to the biggest mall in the city. They
reached the mall at 11:00 a.m. They went into the clothes shop and bought clothes
for all. When they had finished, it was 12:25 p.m. They window shopped at the mall
for some more time and then went to the top floor for juice and cold drinks. They
spent half an hour there. When they left the mall, it was 1:45 p.m. As they were hungry,
they drove to a restaurant for lunch. From the restaurant, they left for the footwear
shop and reached there at 3:10 p.m. They bought footwear for the three children and
headed home. They reached home at 5:15 p.m.

Most twins look alike. But,
even twins have different
likes and dislikes.

With mast made strong with spider2 webs,

Our Body

And sail of fluffy cloud,
I’d watch the Earth go sweeping past,

Our body helps us to do many activities. It has different parts. The parts of the
body that have particular functions are known as organs.

As out to space I ploughed.

External organs

With stars in front and stars behind,

The parts of the body that
are outside and can be seen
by us are called external
organs. Our head, neck,
hands, chest, legs and feet
are external organs. Our
face has many parts. Arms
and legs together form our
limbs.
Which body parts are used
in the following pictures?

And planets far and near,
I’d sail my yacht around the rings,

has been repeated
in strong with spider
web and sailing out to
space. Such a repetition
of a sound is called
alliteration.

We may be the same as our friends in some
ways. We study in the same class and are of the
same age. But we all look different from each
other. We like different things. Each one of us is
special.

What are your hobbies? ..........................................................

I’d gaze amazed at Mars.

• The consonant s

REAL-LIFE APPLICATIONS

Different people have different hobbies. Sometimes, we feel
differently too. There are things that make us happy and
things that make us sad.

I dream of sailing out to space1,

Literary Device

Mathematics

I Am Special

• Saturn is the second-

Of Saturn with a cheer.

yacht (pronounced yawt): a
large sailing boat, often with
an engine and a place to
sleep on, used for pleasure
trips and racing
port holes: small, circular
windows on the outside of
a ship
amazed: very surprised
made strong: (here) tied
together
fluffy: soft and light
ploughed: moved through
something
cheer: happiness

MALL

(a) How much time did they spend from the time they left home and finished
shopping for clothes?
Time taken to reach the mall = 45 minutes (From 10:15 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.)
Time spent in shopping for clothes = 1 hour 25 minutes
(From 11:00 a.m. to 12:25 p.m.)
Total time spent = 45 min + 1 h 25 min
(45 min + 25 min = 70 min = 60 min + 10 min = 1 h 10 min)
= 1 h + 1 h 10 min = 2 h 10 min
They spent 2 hours 10 minutes.

my body

(b) After how many hours of leaving the mall did they reach the footwear shop?
Time when they left the mall = 1:45 p.m.
Time when they reached the footwear shop = 3:10 p.m.
Time interval between 3:10 p.m. and 1:45 p.m. = 3:10 p.m. – 1:45 p.m.

........................

........................

........................

(Since the number of minutes is not enough in 3:10, borrow from the hour.
Borrowing an hour (60 minutes) from 3 we get 2 hours 70 minutes.)

........................

2 h 70 min – 1 h 45 min = (2 h – 1 h) + (70 min –45 min) = 1 h 25 min
So, the time taken between leaving the mall and reaching the footwear
shop is 1 h 25 min.

special: different from others; differently: to be not the same as others
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Social Studies

Science
Belur

Mirzapur

BBD Bagh
Calcutta High Court
Eden Garden

Writer’s Building
Lal Dighi

Nicco Park

Shaheed Minar

Fort William

Victoria Memorial

The layer below the subsoil is called the
bedrock. This layer consists of huge solid
rocks. It forms a non-porous layer at this
stage. The water that seeps into the ground
trickles down and gets collected here.

Birla Planetarium

Topsoil

^ Howrah Bridge

Subsoil

connects Kolkata to Howrah. It is supported only by
two pillars at the two ends and does not have pillars
in the middle. This makes the bridge look as if it is
hanging.
Thakurpukur

A soil profile

The Victoria Memorial is perhaps the most famous
landmark of Kolkata. This beautiful monument was
built in white marble to honour Queen Victoria. It also
has a museum.

WHAT DOES SOIL CONTAIN?
Let us perform an activity to understand what soil is made up of.

Who won the 2018 Wimbledon Women's Singles Championship?

2.

Who won the 2018 Wimbledon Men's Singles Championship?

Aim: To find out what soil contains
Materials required: Soil, a transparent jar and clear water
Procedure: Take a transparent jar. Put a handful of garden soil into the jar. Fill the jar
with water, close the jar with a lid and shake it
well. Leave it undisturbed for some time and
observe what happens.

Living in Kolkata
A majority of the people in Kolkata are Bengali. Bengali is the
main language. However, Hindi and English are spoken as well.
People use local buses, metro and taxis to travel in the city.

Humus

Bengali sweets such as rosogolla and sandesh are famous
throughout the country. The most important festival of Kolkata is
Durga Puja, which generally lasts for five days.Football is a very
popular sport in Kolkata. The Eden Gardens and the Salt Lake
Stadium are two of the most important stadiums of the city.

Muddy
water
Clay
Sand
Stones

Durga Puja
^celebrations

Who was the runner-up in the 2018 Wimbledon Men's Singles Championship?

4.

Which team won the FIFA World Cup 2018?

5.

Which team played in the semi-ﬁnal of the FIFA World Cup 2018
against England?

6.

Which teams played in the ﬁnals of the Indian Premier League 2018?

7.

Where were the 2018 Commonwealth Games held?

8.

Mirabai Chanu won Gold in the 2018 Commonwealth Games in
which category?

9.

Where were the 2018 Winter Paralympics held?

10. The two Indians athletes part of the 2018 Winter Olympics were

Eco Zone

Conclusion: Soil is made up of stones, sand, clay,
mud particles and the remains of plants and animals.

3.

^ Victoria Memorial

Fort William is a well-guarded fort built in 1781 by the British. It is still as beautiful
as before and the Indian Army now uses it. Other places of interest in Kolkata
are the Botanical Gardens where an ancient banyan tree can be found and the
Alipore Zoo that is famous for its winter migratory birds.

Activity 1

Observation:
(a) Small stones deposit at the bottom of the jar.
(b) There is a layer of sand above the layer of
stones.
(c) The clay settles down above the layer of sand.
(d) The water above the layer of clay is not clear.
It is muddy water.
(e) The top layer is dark and contains light,
spongy particles called humus.

The World Today

1.

Gariya

Parent rock

Parent rock is the last layer of the soil which
has unweathered rocks.

Apart from the Howrah
Bridge, there is another
important bridge in
Kolkata. Find out its name
and when it was built.

^ Tourist places of Kolkata

Bedrock

Parent rock

11

Find Out
Howrah Bridge
Marble Palace

Bedrock

and

.

The river Ganga is one of the most polluted rivers in India.
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Collins DigiSuite

General Knowledge

Subhashnagar

Subsoil
The layer below the topsoil is called the subsoil. The subsoil contains small stones
and pebbles.
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TERM & SEMESTER books
Classes 1 to 5

Windmills Plus
Windmills Plus is an integrated semester course for Classes
1 to 5 which provides a comprehensive learning experience
to the young learners in their formative years. The series
adheres to the guidelines of the National Education Policy
(NEP) 2020, and is designed to oer a comprehensive learning
package that covers English, Mathematics, Environmental
Studies/Science, Social Studies and General Knowledge
through 10 coursebooks. These books provide ample
opportunities to the students to learn, explore and practise
new concepts eortlessly across dierent areas of learning
through an interdisciplinary and cross-curricular approach.

Key Features

NEW

Available with Collins Connect
App for students and teachers

English
• Reading • Vocabulary • Grammar
• Listening and Speaking • Writing

•

Compatible with iOS, Android and Windows

•

Contains multimedia, Virtual Reality/Augmented
Reality, and exciting interactivities

Mathematics
• Exercises • Challenge • Mental Maths • Maths Lab Activity
Science
• Science in Context • Watch Out! • Life Skills • Activities • Projects
Social Studies
• Do it yourself • Life skills and values • Values Corner • Eco feat
General Knowledge
• Fact Zone • Current Aairs Worksheet • Graded Content
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Collins Connect

Course Package
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TERM AND SEMESTER books
Classes 1 to 5

Feathers

Feathers is an integrated semester course for classes 1 to 5
which provides a comprehensive learning experience for the
young learners in their formative years. The series consists
of ten semester books that use an integrated approach to
learning, combining all the disciplines required at the
primary level. The core subjects—English, Mathematics,
and Environmental Studies are presented in an interactive
way for the learners’ holistic development.

Key Features
• English focuses on building
communicative competence in learners
through interactive exchanges using
a cross-curricular approach. It offers
high-quality English language materials
consisting of engaging reading texts
from various literary genres for teaching
reading skills, comprehension, vocabulary,
grammar, writing, listening and speaking
skills.
• Maths content aims to instill in students an
urge to think, explore and analyze beyond
the boundaries of textual knowledge, thus
paving the way for higher deduction skills.
Sections like Mental Maths, HOTS and
Challenge sharpen the thinking skills of

www.collins.in
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young minds and Cross-curricular links
integrate knowledge across subjects.
• Environmental Studies relates to the
learning of events occurring in everyday
life. It aims to enhance the logical and
critical thinking of students through Let’s
Get Started, Do It Yourself, Think, Activity
and Project.

Course Package

Collins DigiSuite

•
•
•
•

Answer Keys

Additional Worksheets
Test Generator

Teacher’s Resource Books
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Breeze is an integrated semester course for classes 1 to 5
which provides a comprehensive learning experience for the
Breeze 5
young learners in their formative years. The series consists
of ten semester books that use an integrated approach to
learning, combining all the disciplines required at the
primary level. The core subjects—English, Mathematics,
Science and Social Studies with General Knowledge and
Value Education are presented in an interactive way for the
learners’ holistic development.
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Key Features
• English focuses on teaching
communicative competence in learners
through interactive exchanges using
a cross-curricular approach. It offers
high-quality English language materials
consisting of engaging reading texts from
various literary genres, comprehension,
vocabulary, grammar, writing, listening
and speaking. A separate thematic section
on life skills and values aims at developing
good character in learners.
• Science relates to the learning of events
occurring in everyday life of the students.
It aims to enhance the logical and critical
thinking of students. The cross disciplinary
connect provides a wider platform for an
integrated learning process.

www.collins.in
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• Maths content aims to instill in students an
urge to think, explore and analyze beyond
the boundaries of textual knowledge, thus
paving the way for higher deduction skills.
Sections like Mental Maths, HOTS and
Challenge sharpen the thinking skills of
young minds and Cross-curricular links
integrate knowledge across subjects.
• Social Studies presents stimulating
content based on an interactive approach.
The course material engages the learners
with inferential and experiential tasks
through Observe and reflect, Do It
Yourself, Eco Zone, Find Out and Activity
Zone.

Course Package
•
•
•
•

Collins DigiSuite

• General Knowledge content is designed
to develop aptitude, multiple intelligences,
thinking skills, life skills and build
environmental awareness. The tasks cover
a wide range of topics like India, sports,
world, nature, science and language
through interesting activities.

Answer Keys

• Value Education content encourages
learners to respect diversity, exhibit
leadership and display a positive attitude
towards community and the nation. It
sensitizes learners to real-life situations,
provides pointers for problem-solving and
develops their holistic personality.

Multimedia E-book

Additional Worksheets
Test Generator

Teacher’s Resource Books
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Detailed Lesson Plan

atlas

Atlas

Collins School Atlas is created from one of the world’s oldest
and most trusted geographical databases. Collins Bartholomew
has one of the largest education focused geopolitical digital
databases in the world with over 2.6 million unique places
and over 3.7 million names. The database is the source of
the world’s most prestigious and authoritative atlas: The
Times Comprehensive Atlas of the World. All of the atlases
derived from the Bartholomew database represent the earth
with authority, accuracy and style. Collins School Atlas is a
stimulating resource for everyday use and skills-building.

UpDATED

Key Features
• Over 200 up-to-date, authoritative and
reliable maps including political and
thematic maps of India
• Thematic maps focus on themes and
topics for schools, including climate,
seasons, rainfall and annual temperature;
soil, vegetation, agriculture and land use;
cash crops and commercial farming; the
environment; minerals; fuels; transport;
tourism; culture; world heritage sites
• Comprehensive coverage of the Americas,
Africa, Europe, South East Asia, Oceania,
Australia, New Zealand, the Arctic and
Antarctica
• Maps show local, regional and global
trends
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• Geographical comparisons presented
graphically and in statistical tables
• Indexed to help users find what they are
looking for

The Digital Resource Provides
The Collins India and World Factfile With:
• Latest maps and facts for every state and union territory in India
• Major world themes presented through graphs and maps
• 55 detailed country profiles
• Authoritative and up-to-date statistics
• New resources, including topographic map sheets, map practice worksheets, learning tools
and outline maps

Find places in the world

Get to grips with graphs

www.collins.in
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Explore landscapes

Discover world themes

DICTIONARies

Covers worldwide English
from Australia, the US,
Canada, New Zealand,
South Africa and the UK

A comprehensive
dictionary covering
all the essential words
and phrases

www.collins.in

Support children to develop
their vocabulary at home
and in the classroom with
this colourful, easy-to-use
dictionary.

Visual thesaurus
shows alternatives for
the 50 most-overused
words in English

112

This attractive,
easy-to-use dictionary
provides simple
definitions and visual
examples for maths.

Content-rich dictionaries
with strong pedagogy,
for schools

Help children
build confidence in
language as they
boost their creative
writing skills.

Easy-to-use colour layout,
helpful to quickly find
a specific word or other
components

Comprehensive and
authoritative, with all the
words and definitions
you need

An easy-to- carry, fully
updated guide to the
French language ideal
for use in schools.

Easy-to-use colour layout
helpful to quickly find
a specific word or other
components

It is a new easy-to-carry, upto-date guide to the Spanish
language ideal for use in
schools.

User-friendly, Phrase finder
supplement for travellers,
including a handy menureader section

www.collins.in
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DICTIONARies

Collins
CollinsEssential
EssentialEnglish-English-Hindi
English-English-HindiDictionary
Dictionaryisis
aabilingual
bilingualdictionary
dictionaryfor
forHindi-speaking
Hindi-speakingusers
usersof
of
English.
English.There
Thereare
areHindi
Hinditranslations
translationsatatevery
everysense
sense
to
togive
giveusers
usersextra
extrasupport
supportinintheir
theirown
ownlanguage.
language.

कॉिलन्स
कॉिलन्सआधारभू
आधारभूततअंअंगर्गर्ेज़ेज़ी-अं
ी-अंगर्गर्ेज़ेज़ी-िहन्दी
ी-िहन्दीिडक्शनरीिडक्शनरी-यह
यहएक
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�सी
�सीि�भाषीय
ि�भाषीयिडक्शनरी
िडक्शनरीहैहै, ,िजसे
िजसेअंअंगर्गर्ेज़ेज़ीीका
काउपयोग
उपयोगकरने
करने
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Collins Essential EnglishEnglish-Hindi Dictionary
is a bilingual dictionary for
Hindi-speaking users of
English.
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Collins Cobuild Learner’s
English-English-Hindi
Dictionary is for aspiring
English learners of all
ages with Hindi as their
first language.
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Collins My First EnglishEnglish-Urdu Dictionary is
packed full of fun and useful
everyday words, to help with
English reading, writing
and spelling.
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Collins My First EnglishEnglish-Nepali Dictionary is
packed full of fun and useful
everyday words, to help with
English reading, writing
and spelling.
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Collins My First EnglishEnglish-Bangla Dictionary is
packed full of fun and useful
everyday words, to help with
English reading, writing
and spelling.
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To book a demo and for other queries,
write to CollinsInfinity@harpercollins.co.in
or contact your local Collins representative.

• empowers the school
management by providing
actionable insights into
the overall performance of
students and the faculty.

• enables parents to stay
updated on their child’s
performance and progress;
and

• helps teachers prepare
and plan their lessons
with a wide variety of
pedagogical tools;

• provides students the
flexibility to learn and
better understand concepts
at their own pace, from
anywhere and at any time;

Collins Infinity is a blended
learning solution that caters
to every facet of education
delivery:

Collins Big Cat is a complete reading programme for your school.



256 fully decodable phonics ebook readers aligned to Letters and Sounds



Bring reading to life in school and at home with a range of levelled ebooks



Versatile subscription options – or get them all for a fantastic value all in price



Perfect for home reading – no need to share books amongst pupils



New books are added throughout the year, as they become available, keeping your reading library
engaging and exciting



Support your pupils’ reading at home with fully synced audio for all Early Years and KS1 books



Help parents to support their child’s learning with videos that model how to say phonemes correctly



Ideas to encourage comprehension skills and guided reading notes are included in all books and
developed further by additional worksheets, ideal for home-learning activities or for the classroom

Watch the video as Cassie from the Collins Big Cat Team takes you
through the key aspects of the Big Cat ebook library
For more information, please contact:

CollinsInternational_india@harpercollins.co.in

Collins@educators
Collins imparts high quality training to
a. empower educators with pedagogical tools
b. provide a platform to educators for peer-to-peer learning
c. engage in discussions around the latest trends in education
d. focus on multiple intelligences and needs of the 21st century learners
e. promote experiential learning

Collins@students
Collins helps students to become global citizens by effectively engaging them in
a. storytelling sessions
b. reading corners
c. STEM/STEAM workshops
d. counselling on physical and mental well-being
e. quizzes
for Schools
f. Collins

Books for children across genres, from picture books to illustrated chapter books,
fiction, non-fiction, activity books, biographies, and more. Books that we hope
kids will enjoy reading as much as we have enjoyed putting them together.

and much more...
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